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Prime Minister Narendra
Modi on Saturday asked the

three Services to stay ready to
deal with new and emerging
threats, emphasising that all
steps are being taken to equip
the Armed Forces with neces-
sary weapons and technologies.

He made these assertions
during the Combined
Commanders’ Conference in
Bhopal which began on March
30.  He also reviewed the secu-
rity situation and operational
readiness of the Armed Forces
during the valedictory session
of Combined Commanders’
Conference.

He was also updated about
the steps underway for the
creation of Theatre Commands
in an effort to fight the mod-
ern day war with perfect syn-
erg y between the three
Services namely army, navy
and air force, sources said.

During the conference,
deliberations were held over
a spectrum of issues pertain-
ing to national security,
including jointness and the-
aterisation in the armed
forces.

Giving details here, offi-
cials said the Prime Minister
was briefed by Chief of Defence
Staff(CDS) General Anil
Chauhan about the various
discussions conducted during
this year’s conference. 
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India has achieved an all-time
high defence equipment

export worth �15,920 crore in
2022-23 and it is a ten-fold
jump in last six years. Prime
Minister Narendra Modi laud-
ed this development after
Defence Minister Rajnath
Singh on Saturday made the
announcement.

“Indian defence exports
reached an all-time high of
�15,920 crores in FY 2022-23.
It is a remarkable achievement
for the country,” Rajnath said in
a tweet. He also said defence
exports will continue to grow
exponentially under the inspir-
ing leadership of Modi.

The Prime Minister laud-
ed India’s defence export under
Make in India and said it indi-
cates the reforms in this sector
over the last few years are
yielding good results.

“Excellent! A clear mani-
festation of India’s talent and
the enthusiasm towards ‘Make
in India.’ It also shows the
reforms in this sector over the
last few years are delivering
good results. Our Government
will keep supporting efforts to
make India a defence produc-
tion hub,” the PM wrote on
Twitter

Defence exports were
�1,521 crore in 2016-17, �4,682
crore in 2017-18,  �10,745
crore in 2018-19, � 9,115 crore
in 2019-20, �8,434 crore in
2020-21, and �12,814 crore in
2021-22.

India exports missiles, the
advanced light helicopter
(ALH), offshore patrol vessels,
personal protective gear, sur-
veillance systems and a variety
of radars to around 85 coun-
tries. Talks are on with poten-
tial customers for light combat
aircraft Tejas, different types of
helicopters, artillery guns, Astra
beyond-visual-range air-to-air
missiles, Akash surface-to-air
missile systems, tanks, sonars
and radars.

Egypt and Argentina have
evinced interest in procuring
20 and 15 Tejas jets respectively.
Moreover, India may export
ALH to the Philippines.

Last year, BrahMos
Aerospace and the Philippines
signed a deal worth almost
$375 million for the Philippine
Marines to buy three batteries
of the BrahMos supersonic

cruise missile, and Kalyani
Strategic Systems Limited won
an export order worth $155.5
million for supplying 155mm
artillery guns, the first such
order for an Indian firm.

In 2020, the Union Cabinet
gave its go-ahead to the export
of Akash missile systems and
also created a high-powered
panel for swifter export
approvals.

The Government has given
a major boost to self reliance
over the last few years and
inked deals worth over �36,000
crores on Thursday including
warships, supersonic missiles
for the navy, and surface-to-air
missiles and weapon locating
radars for the army.

In fact, the last financial
year ending Friday saw the
defence ministry placing
orders with domestic manu-
facturers worth �53,000 crores
including basic trainer air-
craft, a satellite for the army,
training ships, medium-power
radars, radar warning
receivers, air defence systems,
and Dornier aircraft.
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A day after communal clash-
es over Ram Navami cele-

brations in six States, situation
remained peaceful but tense on
Saturday. 

However, the prohibitory
order Section 144 was still in
force in the affected areas
Howrah, a police officer said.

Meanwhile Bihar Chief
Minister Nitish Kumar on
Saturday asserted communal
tensions during Ram Navami
festivities at Sasaram and Bihar
Sharif towns were triggered by
some people indulging in “gad-
bad” (mischief) and rejected
the BJP’s charge of poor law
and order situation in the State. 

And on the day when the
BJP and Kumar’s JD(U) trad-
ed charges over communal
disturbances which caused
Union Home Minister Amit
Shah to cancel one of the pro-
grammes scheduled on April 2,
the Union Home Minister
reached Bihar on Saturday.

Taking over investigations
into the clashes, Bengal CID
collected samples and spoke to
local people as well as police
personnel who were deployed
there during Thursday’s clash,
the officer said.

In Patna, while interacting

with media persons here on
Saturday, Kumar also made
light of Shah canceling his
tour of Sasaram in view of riots,
remarking, “I don’t know why
he was coming and I don’t
understand why he decided not
to come”.

“Communal tensions dur-
ing Ram Navami festivities at
Sasaram and Bihar Sharif are
disturbing. Such incidents hap-
pened for the first time in the
area. It’s not natural….We
know that some people are
indulging in “gadbad” (mis-
chief) and are trying to dis-
rupt communal harmony in
the state. We will not allow
this to happen,” the Chief
Minister said. 

He said police officials
have been instructed to iden-
tify those who are indulging
in mischief and to “take strict
action against them”.

Normalcy has  been
restored in both the places
though senior officers are
camping in the affected areas
by way of caution and secu-
r ity  forces  have been
deployed in the area, Kumar
said. 

The State police have so
far arrested 45 people in con-
nection with communal riots
at Sasaram and Bihar Sharif
that erupted during the Ram
Navami festivities. Vehicles,
houses  and shops were
torched and several people
injured in communal flare-
ups reported in both towns. 
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After unseasonal rainfall,
several parts of India are to

witness hotter-than-usual
weather from April, May and
June, raising the risk of more
strain on the power sector as
people turn to air conditioners
to cool themselves.

The India Meteorological
Department (IMD) on
Saturday predicted that most of
India, barring parts of north-
west and peninsular region, is
expected to experience above-
normal maximum tempera-
tures in April, May and June.

“A significantly higher
number of heatwave days are
predicted over most parts of
Central India, East India and
Northwest India during the hot
weather season during April,
May and June. 

“Above normal heatwave
days are likely over many parts
of Bihar, Jharkhand, East Uttar
Pradesh, Odisha, Gangetic

West Bengal, north
Chhattisgarh, western part of
Maharashtra, Gujarat and some
parts of West Uttar Pradesh ,
Punjab and Haryana during
April,” IMD director general
Mrutyunjay Mahapatra said in
a virtual Press conference.

A heatwave is declared if
the maximum temperature of
a station reaches at least 40
degrees Celsius in the plains, at
least 37 degrees Celsius in
coastal areas and at least 30

degrees Celsius in hilly regions,
and the departure from normal
is at least 4.5 degrees Celsius.

As some States received
unseasonal rain in March,
damaging wheat, mustard and
onion crops, it has raised the
risk of an increase in prices. 

While farmers pray for
sunshine for the drenched
crop to dry, they remain wary
of extreme heat waves that
could further erode yields. 

Rainfall across the country

was 26 per cent above normal
in March, Mohapatra said.

The Power Ministry pre-
dicts that peak electricity
demand will climb to a new
record in April as people crank
up their air conditioners, fans
and refrigeration units.

According to the IMD, the
probability forecast for the
minimum temperatures indi-
cates that during the hot
weather season (AMJ), normal
to above normal minimum
temperatures are very likely
over most parts of the country
with the exception of some
areas in northeast and north-
west India, as well as some iso-
lated pockets in Peninsular
India where below normal
minimum temperatures are
likely.

India logged its hottest
February in 2023 since record-
keeping began in 1901, accord-
ing to the IMD. 

However, above-normal
rainfall (37.6 mm against a nor-
mal of 29.9 mm) due to seven
western disturbances, including
five strong ones, kept temper-
atures in check in March.
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In a veiled attack on the
Congress, Prime Minister

Narendra Modi on Saturday
said some people are hell-bent
to sully his image and they have
given a “supari” (contract) for
this purpose colluding with
certain people sitting in India
and also outside the country.

Modi said such people
have taken a pledge that “Modi
Teri Kabar Khudegi”.

Modi’s comment has come
amid a slugfest between the the
Congress and the BJP over
Rahul Gandhi’s “democracy
under brutal attack in India”
remarks in the UK and
Germany taking note of Rahul’s
disqualification from the Lok
Sabha. The BJP has accused the
Congress of “inviting foreign
powers” for interfering in
India’s internal matters.

The Prime Minister was
addressing a gathering at Rani
Kamalapati railway station in
Bhopal after flagging off the
semi-high-speed Bhopal-Delhi
Vande Bharat Express train.

“There are some people in
our country who have been
determined since 2014, spoken
publicly and declared their
resolve that they will tarnish
Modi’s image. For this, they
have given “supari” (contract)
to various people.

“Some people are sitting
inside the country to support

these people and some are
doing their work sitting outside
the country. These people have
been continuously trying to
spoil and dent Modi’s image,”
he said. 

But India’s poor, the mid-
dle class, tribals, Dalits, back-
ward classes and every Indian
have become the security cover
of Modi, which made these
people furious forcing them to
adopt new tricks, the prime
minister said.

Amid their conspiracies,
every countryman has to pay

attention to the development of
the country and pay attention
to building the nation, he said.

Slamming the Congress
without taking its name, Modi
said previous governments
were busy with vote bank
appeasement whereas his gov-
ernment is busy satisfying peo-
ple. “They (the previous gov-
ernments) considered one fam-
ily (a reference to the Gandhis)
as the first family of the coun-
try. They ignored the poor
and middle class, and the
Railway is a living example of
this (ignorance),” he said.

A fresh war of words erupt-
ed between the BJP and the
Congress after senior Congress
leader Digvijaya Singh on
Thursday thanked the German
foreign ministry and Richard
Walker, Chief International
Editor of Deutsche Welle, for

“taking note of how the
Democracy is being compro-
mised in India through the per-
secution of Rahul Gandhi”.

Union Law Minister Kiren
Rijiju had shared a screenshot
of Digivijaya Singh’s tweet, say-
ing, “Thank you Rahul Gandhi
for inviting foreign powers for
interference into India’s inter-
nal matters. Remember, Indian
judiciary can’t be influenced by
foreign interference. India
won’t tolerate ‘foreign influence’
anymore because our Prime
Minister is:- Shri @naren-
dramodi Ji”. 

Modi said when he was
informed about this pro-
gramme (flagging off Vande
Bharat express train from
Bhopal), he asked why it is
scheduled on April 1. “I said
Congress friends will say that
Modi will make (people) April
fool but the train is being run
from April 1. This is a symbol
of our confidence, capabilities
and skills”, he said. 

The PM said the average
Railway budget for Madhya
Pradesh used to be �600 crore
before 2014 but it has now gone
to more than �13,000 crore.

Modi said previous gov-
ernments could have easily
upgraded the already existing
rail network which India
acquired after Independence
but the development of rail-
ways was sacrificed due to
vested political interests. 
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The Georgia Assembly has
passed a resolution con-

demning Hinduphobia, mak-
ing it the first American State
to take such a legislative step.
Condemning Hinduphobia
and anti-Hindu bigotry, the res-
olution said Hinduism is one of
the world’s largest and oldest
religions with over 1.2 billion
adherents in over 100 countries
and encompasses an array of
diverse traditions and belief
systems with values of accep-
tance, mutual respect and
peace.

The resolution was intro-
duced by Representatives
Lauren McDonald and Todd
Jones from Forsyth County in
the suburbs of Atlanta, home to
one of the largest Hindu and

Indian-American diaspora
communities in Georgia.

The resolution observed
that the American-Hindu com-
munity has been a major con-
tributor to diverse sectors such
as medicine, science and engi-
neering, information tech-
nology, hospitality, finance,
academia, manufacturing,
energy, retail trade, among
others

Stating that there have
been documented instances of
hate crimes against Hindu-
Americans over the last few
decades in many parts of the
country, the resolution said
Hinduphobia is exacerbated
and institutionalised by some
in academia who support the
dismantling of Hinduism and
accuse its sacred texts and cul-
tural practices of violence.
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Congress leader Navjot
Singh Sidhu walked free on

Saturday after spending near-
ly 10 months in Patiala Central
Jail in a 1988 road rage death
case. Soon after walking out of
the jail, Congress leader Navjot
Singh Sidhu slammed the
Centre, alleging that democra-
cy is in chains and institutions
have turned slaves.

Sidhu described Punjab
Chief Minister Bhagwant
Mann as “akhbari
mukhmantri” and criticised
his Government over law and
order and debt issues.

The 59-year-old’s support-
ers had assembled since morn-
ing outside the prison to accord
him a grand welcome upon his
release and they could be heard
chanting “Navjot Sidhu zind-
abad”. 

Several Congress leaders,
including Amritsar MP Gurjit
Aujla, were waiting for the
return of Sidhu.
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D onald Trump’s unprecedented
indictment comes as the Republican
faces other legal investigations and
launches a bid to return to the White
House in 2024.The indictment will test the Republican Party

already divided over whether to support Trump

next year, in part due to his efforts to undermine

his 2020 election loss.Trump has denied any wrongdoing and

accuses prosecutors of engaging in a politically

motivated “witch hunt” to damage his campaign.

Here’s a look at the hush money case, the

grand jury investigation and possible
ramifications for Trump’s presidential campaign:
���������	��
���������

The grand jury spent weeks meeting in secret

to probe Trump’s involvement in a $130,000

payment made in 2016 to the porn actor Stormy

Daniels to keep her from going public about a

sexual encounter she said she had with him years

earlier. Trump lawyer Michael Cohen paid

Daniels, whose real name is Stephanie Clifford,

through a shell company before being
reimbursed by Trump, whose company, the

Trump Organisation, logged the reimbursements

as legal expenses.Earlier in 2016, Cohen also arranged for

former Playboy model Karen McDougal to be

paid $150,000 by the publisher of the
supermarket tabloid The National Enquirer,

which then squelched her story in a
journalistically dubious practice known as “catch

and kill.”
Trump denies having sex with either woman.

Trump’s company “grossed up” Cohen’s

reimbursement for the Daniels payment to

defray tax payments, according to federal

prosecutors who filed criminal charges against

the lawyer in connection with the payments in

2018. In all, Cohen got $360,000 plus a $60,000

bonus, for a total of $420,000.
Cohen pleaded guilty to violating federal

campaign finance law in connection with the

payments. Federal prosecutors say the payments

amounted to illegal, unreported assistance to

Trump’s campaign. But they declined to file

charges against Trump himself.�������������
�������
The indictment has not yet been unsealed, so

it’s not totally clear.Some experts have said they believe Trump

could be charged with falsifying business

records, which can be a misdemeanor or a felony

under New York law. To secure a conviction on

the felony charge, prosecutors would have to

prove that records were falsified with the

intention of committing or concealing a second

crime. It’s not clear what prosecutors may allege

as the second crime.
��������������������������	��

Trump’s lawyer, Joe Tacopina, said Thursday

that the former president didn’t commit any

crime and vowed to “vigorously fight this

political prosecution in court.”
Tacopina has accused prosecutors of

“distorting laws” to try to take down the former

president. He has described Trump as a victim of

extortion who had to pay the money because the

allegations were going to be embarrassing to him

“regardless of the campaign.”
“He made this with personal funds to prevent

something from coming out — false, but

embarrassing to himself, his family, his young

son. That’s not a campaign finance violation, not

by any stretch,” Tacopina said on ABC’s ‘Good

Morning America’ before the indictment.
������������������Law enforcement officials have bee

security preparations for days for the possibility

of an indictment and a court appearance by the

president.Trump was expected to surrender to

authorities next week, though details were still

being worked out, according to a person familiar

with the matter who was not authorized to

discuss a matter that remained under seal.
���������	������������������������	�	���

A grand jury is made up of people drawn

from the community, similar to a trial jury. But

unlike juries that hear trials, grand juries don’t

decide whether someone is guilty or innocent.

They only decide whether there is sufficient

evidence for someone to be charged.
Proceedings are closed to the public,

including the media. New York grand juries have

23 people. At least 16 must be present to hear

evidence or deliberate and 12 have to agree there

is enough evidence in order to issue an

indictment.David Pecker, a longtime Trump friend and

the former chief executive of the parent company

of The National Enquirer, returned to the

courthouse this week where the grand jury was

meeting.
Pecker’s company, American Media Inc

secretly assisted Trump’s camp i
$150,000 to McDri h

McDougal’s story until after the
election.

The grand jury also heard from
Cohen, as well as Robert Costello, who
was once a legal adviser to Cohen.

The men have since had a falling out,

and Costello indicated he has information he

believes undercuts Cohen’s credibility and

contradicts his incriminating statements about

Trump. Costello testified at the invitation of

prosecutors, presumably as a way to ensure

that the grand jury had an opportunity to

consider any testimony or evidence that

might weaken the case for moving forward

with an indictment.Trump was also invited to testify, but

didn’t.
���������������	�	
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���������Neither the indictment itself nor a
conviction would prevent Trump from
running for or winning the presidency in

2024.
Last week in Waco, Texas, Trump took

a defiant stance at a rally by disparaging

the prosecutors investigating him and
predicting his vindication as he rallied
supporters in a city made famous by deadly

resistance against law enforcement.
“You will be vindicated and proud,” Trump

said in a speech brimming with resentments

and framing the probes as political attacks on

himself and his followers. “The thugs and

criminals who are corrupting our justice system

will be defeated, discredited and totally

disgraced.”Before the charges were handed down, many

party leaders had also already begun to defend

the former president.During a visit this month to Iowa, former

Vice President Mike Pence called the idea of

indicting a former president “deeply troubling.”

Another 2024 Republican prospect, New

Hampshire Gov. Chris Sununu, has said there is

a sense that the former president is being

unfairly attacked.Former South Carolina Gov. Nikki Haley, a

declared candidate who also served as Trump’s

UN ambassador, has called Bragg’s case an

attempt at scoring “political points,” adding, “You

never want to condone any sort of prosecution

that’s being politicised.”Florida Gov. Ron DeSantis, who is
considering joining the 2024 Republican field,

slammed the investigation as politically

motivated. But he also threw one of his first jabs

at the former president in a quip likely to

intensify their rivalry. DeSantis said he

personally doesn’t “know what goes into paying

hush money to a porn star to secure silence over

some kind of alleged affair.”���������������������	�����	���	���

The New York case is just one of many legal

woes Trump is facing.The Justice Department is also investigating

his retention of top secret government
documents at his Florida estate, Mar-a-Lago,

after leaving the White House. Federal

investigators are also still probing the Jan. 6,

2021, insurrection at the US Capitol and efforts

to overturn the 2020 election that Trump falsely

claimed was stolen.In Georgia, Fulton County District Attorney

Fani Willis has been investigating h
Trump and his allies ill2020 l
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The Haryana Government
organised a  function at the

historic Yadavindra Garden in
Pinjore on Friday night, in
which the foreign guests were
introduced to the culture of
Haryana and the country. The
foreign delegates attending G-
20 meetings were greeted with
Haryanvi art and culture, food
and hospitality. 

Chief Minister Manohar
Lal Khattar, Agriculture and
Farmers Welfare Minister, J.P.
Dalal and Development and
Panchayats Minister, Devender
Babli along with senior officials
also attended the programme.
The event was organized to

acquaint the delegates with
the tradition and rich art cul-
ture of India's Atithi Devo
Bhava and Vasudhaiva
Kutumbakam.

The main attraction of the
programme was the cultural
programme and artists effec-
tively demonstrated Haryanvi
folk style while presenting tra-
ditional folk dances Lur,
Ghoomar, Dhamaal, Phag,
Falgun etc, associated with
various festivals and other
occasions in the state. The
foreign guests also posed for
group photographs with the
Chief Minister, Agriculture
and Farmers Welfare Minister,
Development and Panchayats
Minister and senior officials.
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Punjab School Education
Department has issued a

letter to give one and two-year
service extensions to state and
national awardee teachers
respectively.

School Education Minister
Harjot Singh Bains on Saturday
said that after assuming the
charge, this matter came to his
notice and he had instructed
the officials to prepare a report
and submit it to him. He said
that the previous governments
had stopped giving extensions
in service after the year of 2018. 

According to the instruc-
tions issued on October 9,
1989, he said that the state
awardee teachers were given 1-
year re-appointment after com-
pleting 58 years of age and the
National awardee teachers were
given an increase of 2 years in
their service period after
retirement as he/she physical-
ly and mentally fully fit. These
instructions were applicable
till the issuance of new instruc-
tions in July 2018. 
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Congress leader Navjot
Singh Sidhu walked free on

Saturday after spending near-
ly 10 months in Patiala central
jail in a 1988 road rage death
case.

The 59-year-old's support-
ers had assembled since morn-
ing outside the prison to accord
him a grand welcome upon his
release and they could be heard
chanting 'Navjot Sidhu zind-
abad'. Several Congress leaders
including Amritsar MP Gurjit
Aujla, former Punjab Congress
chiefs Shamsher Singh Dullo,
Mohinder Singh Kaypee and
Lal Singh, former MLA Navtej
Singh Cheema, other leaders
Ashwani Sekhri, Sukhwinder
Singh Danny were also waiting
for the return of Sidhu.

The former state Congress
chief was jailed on May 20 last
year after being sentenced to
one-year rigorous imprison-
ment by the Supreme Court
over the death of the 65-year-
old Gurnam Singh in a road
rage case in 1988.

Soon after walking out of
the Patiala Central Jail, Sidhu
slammed the Centre, alleging

that democracy is in chains and
institutions have turned slaves
in the country. He also claimed
that a conspiracy is being
hatched to impose the
President's Rule in Punjab.
Sidhu described Punjab Chief
Minister Bhagwant Mann as
Akhbari mukhmantri and crit-
icised his government over law
and order and debt issues. 

''Whenever dictatorship
came in the country, a revolu-
tion came and today, I say the
revolution's name is Rahul
Gandhi,'' Sidhu told reporters
who had been waiting outside
the jail since morning. ''Debate
and dissent are essences of
this democracy, but attempts
are being made to suppress
opposition voice,'' he added. He
said Congress is fighting
against oppression. ''Today
democracy is in chains, there is
nothing like democracy today,"
he alleged.

He claimed that a conspir-
acy was being hatched to
impose President's rule in
Punjab.  ''Punjab is the shield
of this country, attempts are
being made to break this shield.
A conspiracy is going on to
impose President's Rule in
Punjab,'' he claimed.

In an apparent reference to
Sikhs, who are a minority com-
munity in the country, Sidhu
said, "There is a minority rule
in Punjab. Wherever the
minority is in majority…the
Centre hatches conspiracy
(against it)." He alleged first a
law and order problem is cre-
ated. "After that, there is an
attempt to control it and then
they say, we have brought
peace," he said.

''If you weaken Punjab,
then you will become weak
yourself. No government can
become strong by weakening
Punjab,'' he said. 

Sidhu was wearing a sky-
blue jacket when he came out
of jail.  There were expectations
that he would be released by
afternoon but he came out of
jail at 5:53 pm.
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Haryana Chief Minister
Manohar Lal Khattar on

Saturday virtually interacted
with the beneficiaries of "Mera
Pani-Meri Virasat Yojana" and
during the interaction, called
upon the people of the state to
conserve water for future gen-
erations. 

Giving the title of "Amrit
Krantikari Mitra" to the farm-
ers who contributed in water
conservation, he said that the
government is taking effective
steps to overcome water crisis,
urging the people to come for-
ward and participate in the
grassroots implementation of
such initiatives of the state
government. Lauding the pro-
gressive farmers for conserving
water by adopting "Mera Pani-
Meri Virasat Yojana", he said
that groundwater depletion
and drying up of water bodies
has been a major concern of the
government.

Khattar said that the
Haryana Water Resources
Authority has prepared a vil-
lage-wise report of groundwa-

ter availability and this report
reveals that out of 7,287 villages
of Haryana, 3,041 villages are
facing a water crisis and the
government is making concrete
efforts to solve the problem of
water shortage. Out of these vil-
lages, groundwater has been
critically depleted in 1,948 vil-
lages. "If decreasing of water
level continues in the same pat-
tern, then the future genera-
tions have to face critical con-
sequences", he added.

He said that to overcome
the water crisis and conserve
water for the coming genera-
tions, stress was given to grow
less water-consuming crops
like maize, cotton, millet, puls-
es, vegetables and fruits by
replacing paddy.  Similarly, in
Kharif season-2021, the gov-

ernment had included oilseeds,
pulses, onion, fodder and other
crops under this scheme. While
‘Poplar and Safeda’ were also
included in Kharif season-
2022 under this scheme.
Khattar informed that under
this scheme, financial assis-
tance of Rs. 7,000 per acre is
provided to the farmers for
adopting crop diversification
and this incentive amount has
been transferred directly to
the bank accounts of the farm-
ers in two installments. He said
that the target has been set by
the state government to sow
alternative crops on 2.50 lakh
hectares replacing paddy area
every year.

The Chief Minister
informed that 20 to 25 percent
of water can be conserved by
adopting DSR (Direct Seeded
Rice) technology for paddy
cultivation. That's why the gov-
ernment has made a provision
to provide financial assistance
of Rs 4,000 per acre for adopt-
ing DSR technology. He
expressed gratitude to the
farmers who saved 31,500 crore
liters of water in Kharif-2022 by

adopting DSR on 72,000 acres.
The total amount of Rs. 29.16
crore at the rate of Rs 4,000 per
acre was provided to those
farmers who adopted DSR
technology.

Khattar said that if the
farmers will adopt alternative
crops replacing paddy in the
blocks containing low ground-
water level, then 80 percent
subsidy will be offered on
micro-irrigation and drip irri-
gation systems. He said that
adopting this system can help
the farmers to maintain the
groundwater table in some
blocks of the state.  He said that
under the 'Underground
Pipeline Scheme' an amount of
Rs. 10,000 per acre, upto a
maximum of Rs 60,000 per
farmer, is given for laying
underground pipelines for irri-
gation. Under this scheme, an
amount of Rs. 8.34 crore has
been given as grant to 1957
farmers so far. The state gov-
ernment has also set a target to
cover 2 lakh acres of area
under sugarcane cultivation
with micro-irrigation systems
in the next 3 years.
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The ShiromaniAkali Dal
(SAD) core committee on

Saturday resolved to contest the
Jalandhar parliamentary bypoll
on the plank of peace and com-
munal harmony as well as
ensure justice for weaker sec-
tions of society whose benefits
have been "snatched" by the
Aam Aadmi Party (AAP) gov-
ernment.

The meeting of the core
committee, held under the pres-
identship of party president
Sukhbir Singh Badal, also unan-
imously authorized the SAD
president to select the party
candidate for the Jalandhar
bypoll. It was also announced
that a SAD-BSP coordination
committee meeting would also
be held soon in this regard.
According to a statement, the
core committee noted that efforts
were afoot to spoil the peace of

Punjab and that the AAP had
become party to the conspiracy
to destabilize the State. Badal said
the party would continue to seek
justice for all innocent Sikh
youth who had been arrested on
trivial charges by the AAP gov-
ernment and demanded all inno-
cents be freed immediately.

The committee also took
note of the suffering of the
farmers of the State who had
been hit by hail storms and
heavy rains since the last more
than one week and expressed
shock the AAP government
had reneged on its election
manifesto promise to provide a
compensation of Rs 20,000 per
acre for crop damage before con-
duct of girdawari. Asking the
chief minister to release an
interim compensation of Rs
20,000 per acre, the core com-
mittee said farmers should be
given a total compensation of Rs
50,000 per acre for crop damage.
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Haryana Government has
deputed various

Administrative Secretaries as
districts in charge to ensure
smooth and hassle-free pro-
curement of Rabi crops in
grain markets across the state.
A letter was addressed to the
Administrative Secretaries by
Chief Secretary Sanjeev
Kaushal in this regard on
Saturday. 

In the letter, Kaushal stat-
ed that the procurement of
Wheat, Barley and Gram is
commencing from April 1
while the procurement agencies
like Food, Civil Supplies,
HAFED, Haryana Warehousing
Corporation (HWC) and Food
Corporation of India (FCI)
have already started procuring
Mustard from March 20 in
grain markets across the state.
The State Government has set
up 408 purchase centres for
wheat procurement, 103 pur-
chase centres for mustard, 25
grain markets for barley and 11
purchase centres for gram in the
state.

Payment of rabi procure-
ment will be transferred direct-
ly to the bank accounts of
farmers.  "Smooth and hassle-
free crop procurement is the top
most priority for the State
Government. That's why the
Administrative Secretaries have

been appointed for the inspec-
tion of grain markets based in
districts of the state. Online
payment will be made directly
to the bank account of farmers
who have registered for
Minimum Support Price on
‘Meri Fasal Mera Byora’ portal
of the state government", reads
the letter.

The letter states that map-
ping and monitoring of all
parameters would be done
through the e-procurement
platform. Besides this, a check-
list of important aspects for
reviewing and inspection will
be submitted to the district
incharge before starting the
procurement and during the
procurement process. The
detailed guidelines have also be
en given to the officers to con-
trol wheat and other procure-
ment during Rabi procure-
ment season 2023-24.

Under the list of
Administrative Secretaries
appointed as District Incharge
in all the districts, T.V.S.N.
Prasad to Karnal, Sudhir Rajpal
to Palwal, Sumita Misra to
Panchkula, Ankur Gupta to
Ambala, Anurag Rastogi to
Gurugram, Anand Mohan
Sharan to Sonipat, Raja
Shekhar Vundru to
Mahendergarh, Ashok
Khemka to Nuh, Vineet Garg
to Fatehabad and Anil Malik to
Faridabad district.
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Himachal Pradesh Chief
Minister Sukhvinder

Singh Sukhu on Saturday said
the state government is con-
ducting a legal study to imple-
ment universal cartons to eco-
nomically empower apple
growers here.

Addressing a delegation of
the Theog assembly con-
stituency, Sukhu said that var-
ious steps have been taken by
setting up controlled atmos-
phere (CA) stores to save the
horticulturists from exploita-
tion by the middlemen and so
that they could get remuner-
ative prices of their produce.

The state government is
considering setting up an
apple-based distillery, which
would provide an additional
source of income to the hor-
ticulturists as they could sell
under size and rotten apples

for winery products, Sukhu
said.

He said that the banks
should work for the welfare of
the farmers by providing gen-
erous loans to them for agri-
culture, fisheries and horti-
culture sectors so that the
rural economy of the state
could also be strengthened.

Sukhu said the state gov-
ernment in its first Green
Budget, made a provision of 50
percent subsidy for the pur-
chase of e-bus, e-truck and e-
taxi besides giving 40 percent
subsidy for setting up solar
power projects ranging from
250 KW to 2 MW capacity in
the State.  He asked the
Himachal Pradesh Co-opera-
tive Bank to provide loans for
both these schemes liberally,
so that the youth could get
self-employment avenues and
play a pivotal role in realizing
the government's resolve of
Green Energy State. 
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Punjab Chief Minister
Bhagwant Mann on

Saturday announced the clo-
sure of a toll plaza on the
Kiratpur Sahib-Nangal-Una
Road and targeted the state's
previous regimes for ''extend-
ing largesse'' to operators that
breached their terms of agree-
ments. The general public will
save Rs 10.12 lakh per day with
the toll plaza's closure, he said.

Mann said such toll plazas
were ''illegally looting'' the peo-
ple in connivance with the
previous governments.  This is
the eighth toll plaza to be shut
in the state since the Mann-led
AAP government assumed
office last year. The Public
Works Department will take
over these roads and ensure
their timely repair, widening
and strengthening, Mann
added.

''The era of 'roads on rent'
has ended in the state,'' he said,

adding, ''...it is a big reprieve to
the common man.'' Mann also
accused the Congress and the
Shiromani Akali Dal (SAD) of
conniving with toll plaza oper-
ators to ''extend largesse to
them by blatantly ignoring
their misdeeds''. The agreement
for the toll plaza on the
Kiratpur Sahib-Nangal-Una
Road was signed in October
2006 during the tenure of
Amarinder Singh but started
operations in November 2007
during the SAD-BJP regime,
the chief minister said.

The toll plaza operator was

to complete overlay (bitumen
laying) by November 2013 but
it was done only in 2014, he
alleged.  There was also a delay
of 1,093 days in laying the sec-
ond overlay, which was done in
2020, he said. The delay could
have invited punitive action
and led to the termination of
the agreement with the agency
but no one bothered to take
steps, the AAP leader alleged.
''Due to this negligence, the
company owes Rs 67 crore to
the state but, instead of recov-
ering it, the previous govern-
ments have been extending

favours to the agency,'' Mann
said.

Mann also claimed that the
company was seeking an exten-
sion of 582 days on the pretext
of the farmers' agitation and the
Covid pandemic but his gov-
ernment denied the request.
The common man spent Rs
10.12 lakh daily to pass through
the road, which connects
Punjab with holy places such as
Sri Anandpur Sahib, Naina
Devi and others, he added.
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Punjab Chief Minister
Bhagwant Mann on Saturday
instructed the Police depart-
ment to avoid undue harass-
ment of the general public on
account of Registration
Certificate (RCs) and Driving

licenses (DLs).
Chairing a meeting here,

the Chief Minister said that due
to the acute shortage of smart
chips printing of Driving
licences and Vehicle registra-
tion certificates has been
delayed much to the disap-
pointment of the common
man. He said that the state gov-
ernment is making strenuous
efforts to ensure that the prob-
lem is resolved at the earliest so
that people do not have to face
any problem. Mann asked the
Transport department to
immediately set the things in
order to ensure that the print-
ing of the Driving licenses and
Registration certificates start at
the earliest.

He said that stern action
should be taken against those
who have not taken the reme-
dial steps before the situation
has aggravated to this extent,
asking the officers to conduct
a time-bound enquiry into the
matter and submit a report to

him so that the guilty can be
nailed. Mann said that it is
understandable that the delay
in issuance of new Driving
licenses and Registration
Certificates has occurred due to
shortage of chips which are
imported from outside the
country.

However, the Chief
Minister said that the situation
could have been foreseen and
a viable solution for it could
have been taken well in
advance. Meanwhile, he said
that all approved licences and
RCs are available on Sarathi
and Vaahan portals adding
that they can be downloaded
on digilocker or any device
and even printouts can be
taken. Mann said that the
RCs/ DLs downloaded from
DigiLocker or M.Parivahan
App should be considered by
Police as valid documents and
challan should not be issued to
commuters showing these
online documents.
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Handing over appointment
letters to 1320 Assistant

Lineman of PSPCL, Punjab
Chief Minister Bhagwant
Mann on Saturday said that the
state government has set a
new benchmark by giving gov-
ernment jobs to 28362 youth in
the first year of its tenure.  

Addressing the gathering
during a function here at
Tagore Bhawan, Mann said
that this job brings a lot of
responsibility for the selected
candidates as they have to
serve society with missionary
zeal. He said that they have
been selected completely on the
basis of merit and had done a
lot of hard work to get this post.
He welcomed the youth to the
family of Punjab government
and expressed hope that they
will discharge their duty with
honesty and sincerity.

Mann said people had
brought a paradigm shift in the
politics of the state by forming
the AAP government in the
state, adding that those who
were living in palatial houses
during their heydays of power
were ousted from the political

scene of the state.
He said that as Power is the

catalyst of growth in any state
so PSPCL is the backbone of
Punjab, adding that being an
agrarian state meeting the
power supply is a big challenge
for any government. Mann
said that it is a matter of great
pride and satisfaction that due
to strenuous efforts of the gov-
ernment, the days of long cuts
have ended in the state as
Punjab is heading towards
becoming a power surplus.

The Chief Minister said
that due to the efforts of his
government, the power gener-
ation in the state has been
enhanced by 83 percent and the
supply of coal for power gen-
eration from Pachwara coal

mine has resumed after a long
time. He said that till now 5
lakh Metric ton coal has been
fetched from this coal mine and
has played a key role in aug-
menting power supply.

Mann said that due to con-
certed efforts of his govern-
ment, the Union government
has agreed to waive off the
mandatory RSR (Rail-Sea-Rail)
condition for coal supply from
Mahanadi Coalfields Limited
(MCL) to Talwandi Sabo Power
Limited (TSPL), pointing out
that he had raised this issue of
arbitrary decision with the
Power Minister during a meet-
ing after which a decision had
been taken in this regard.  

He said the state govern-
ment is committed to strength-

en the PSPCL and has already
asked all the departments to
submit their pending bills to
the PSPCL so that its financial
situation is further strength-
ened.  

He said the state govern-
ment is promoting crop diver-
sification in a big way to save
water and electricity in Punjab
and envisioned that this will
help in lessening the pressure
for power on the PSPCL adding
that the spare electricity can be
used for growth of other sectors
too. Mann said that the state
government is committed to
safeguard the interests of the
state and its farmers by ensur-
ing proper marketing of alter-
native crops.

Mann said that the
Education, Health and
Employment sectors are three
core areas of his government
and the current year will wit-
ness major changes in these
three areas as the state gov-
ernment is zealously working
on it. He said that the major
focus of the state government
is to check the brain drain from
the state by upscaling infra-
structure and manpower in
these sectors.

HIMACHAL CM EXTENDS WARM BIRTHDAY
WISHES TO GOVERNOR
Shimla: Chief Minister
Sukhvinder Singh Sukhu
on Saturday extended
greetings to Governor,
Shiv Pratap Shukla on
his birthday at Raj Bhavan
and wished for his healthy
and long life. Lady
Governor, Janaki Shukla
was also present.
Vikramaditya Singh,
Public Works
Department Minister and
Harish Janartha, Local MLA accompanied the Chief Minister.
Earlier, the Governor performed a Yajana along with other fam-
ily members at Raj Bhavan in the morning and planted saplings
of Parijat and other varieties of plants in the premises.

MC CHANDIGARH TAKES STEPS TO CURB STRAY
DOG MENACE
Chandigarh: Taking another step towards curbing the stray
dog menace in Chandigarh, Anup Gupta, city Mayor on
Saturday flagged off two dog-catching vehicles at MCC office
premises in the presence of Anindita Mitra, Commissioner, and
other officers of MCC.  The two dog-catching vans will pick
up dogs for sterilisation and immunization and give them prop-
er medical treatment in the Animal Birth Control Centre of
MCC.  A sector-wise plan has been drawn up so that the staff
of CAWA, the NGO appointed for ABC programme, will catch
the non-sterilized dogs and sterilise them in order to control
the rising population of dogs in the city and in the larger pub-
lic interest. The Commissioner said that it has been decided
that when the NGO starts working in a particular sector/area,
they shall continue to do so till they have sterilised the entire
female population of the sector/area. It has also been decided
that this entire schedule shall be executed under intimation to
and with the cooperation of the RWAs.

HIMACHAL GETS RS. 37.76 INCENTIVE GRANT-IN-
AID FOR MAINTENANCE OF RURAL ROADS
Shimla: Having performed better in the maintenance of roads
under Pradhan Mantri Gram Sadak Yojna (PMGSY), the
Government of India has sanctioned an incentive grant-in-aid
of Rs. 37.76 crore for the state by the Union Ministry of Rural
Development, Public Works Minister Vikramaditya Singh said
on Saturday. As per the report submitted by National Quality
Monitors deputed by the Government of India, the State has
performed well in the maintenance of PMGSY Roads in Defect
Liability Period (DLP) i.e. through e-marg and periodic renew-
al post-DLP, said the minister.  While providing incentive, the
earnest efforts of the State Government for maintaining good
quality of Rural Roads network in the entire State and enhanc-
ing the expenditure of the same in the last two quarters was
also taken into consideration. These incentives have been
received after the gap of 4 years by the State of Himachal
Pradesh, he added.

HIMACHAL EXCISE DEPARTMENT REVENUE
INCREASES BY 19 PERCENT IN 2022-23
Shimla: The Department of State Taxes and Excise has exceed-
ed the revenue target of Rs. 5130 crore with a collection of Rs.
5343 crore during the financial year 2022-23, registering an
increase of 19 percent over the last year, a spokesperson of the
department said on Saturday.   The growth in GST collections
in 2022-23 has been the result of strong vigilance maintained
by the department on a number of fronts and capacity build-
ing of tax officers. The return filing has improved as a result
of the constant nudging of non-filers. The department has been
able to verify 13 lakh e-way bills due to strong presence on the
road. The verification of e-way bills has resulted in a collec-
tion of Rs. 8 Crore by way of penalty. The department impart-
ed training to 400 officers during the year covering different
dimensions. He said that the department has also taken strong
enforcement measures. These measures have improved return
filing and return scrutiny and resulted in detection of GST
frauds. The economic intelligence unit wing of the department
at state headquarter has detected 89 cases with GST implica-
tion of Rs. 257 Crore during the year.

MCC LAUNCHES "SWACHH BAZAAR, SWACHH
CHANDIGARH" CAMPAIGN
Chandigarh: The Municipal Corporation Chandigarh has
launched a campaign called "Swachh Bazaar, Swachh
Chandigarh" to promote cleanliness and hygiene in the mar-
ket areas besides creating awareness to avoid use of banner plas-
tic products.  Anup Gupta, Mayor said that the campaign will
run from 1st April to 30th April aiming to focus on cleaning
the markets, collecting segregated garbage, installing more dust-
bins and implementing the plastic ban effectively. He said that
the main objective of the campaign will be to create awareness
about the harmful effects of plastic waste and to encourage cit-
izens to stop using plastic bags. As part of the campaign, cit-
izens who carry their own shopping bags made of clothes and
jute will be appreciated and offered special discounts. The month
of April will be celebrated on the theme of "Swachh Bazaar,
Swachh Chandigarh" to encourage people to keep their sur-
roundings clean and hygienic. The MCC has also planned a
special campaign for the Sabzi Mandi, where vendors and shop-
keepers will be encouraged to participate in cleaning up the
market and implement the scheme at ground level.
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Prime Minister Narendra
Modi on Saturday asked the

three Services to stay ready to
deal with these new and emerg-
ing threats, emphasising that all
steps are being taken to equip
the Armed Forces with neces-
sary weapons and technologies.

He made these assertions
during the Combined
Commanders’ Conference in
Bhopal which began on March
30.  He also reviewed the secu-
rity situation and operational
readiness of the Armed Forces
during the valedictory session
of Combined Commanders’
Conference.

He was also updated about
the steps underway for the
creation of Theatre Commands

in an effort to fight the mod-
ern day war with perfect syn-
ergy between the three Services
namely army, navy and air
force, sources said.

During the conference,
deliberations were held over a
spectrum of issues pertaining
to national security, including
jointness and theaterisation in
the armed forces.

Giving details here, officials
said the Prime Minister was
briefed by Chief of Defence
Staff(CDS) General Anil
Chauhan about the various

discussions conducted during
this year's conference. Modi
complimented the Armed
Forces for their role in nation
building and providing
Humanitarian Assistance and
Disaster Relief (HADR) assis-
tance to friendly countries.

During the final day of the
session, various topics includ-
ing aspects of digitisation;
cyber security; challenges of
social media; Aatmanirbharta;
absorption of Agniveers and
jointness were discussed.

In a significant develop-
ment from the past, the scope
of the conference was expand-
ed this year, wherein, a few
multi-layered and interactive
sessions were conducted with
participation of soldiers from
every command of the Indian
Army, Indian Navy and Indian
Air Force, including the Tri-
Services Andaman and
Nicobar Command.
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Six German Shepherds, rang-
ing between six and nine

months old, and their 12 han-
dlers have joined the forest
departments of Karnataka (4),
Bihar (1), and Madhya Pradesh
(1), to take on the wildlife crim-
inals and protect flora and
fauna in their respective states.

This takes the total number
of wildlife sniffer dogs trained
under TRAFFIC and WWF-
India's programme in India to
94, said Ravi Singh, Secretary
General and CEO WWF-India.

The canines had received
seven-month-long training at
basic training Centre, Indo-
Tibetan Border Police Force

(BTC-ITBP) camp in
Panchkula, Haryana from
September 2022. The dogs
have been trained to detect
tiger and leopard skins, bones
and other body parts, bear

bile, red sanders, and other ille-
gal wildlife products. BTC-
ITBP had organised a passing
out ceremony to felicitate the
dogs and their handlers in
their successful completion of
the training course recently.
Singh said, "Dogs are not just
man's best friend. Once trained
as wildlife sniffer dogs, they
play a crucial role in protecting
our wildlife from crime and
illegal trade. This is also true for
the 94 wildlife sniffer dogs
trained by WWF-India and
TRAFFIC over the years "

Dr Merwyn Fernandes,
Coordinator of TRAFFIC's
India Office, said, "Illegal
wildlife trade is a serious threat
to the conservation of species
in the wild. Wildlife law
enforcement practices are crit-

ical in containing this threat,
and the use of wildlife sniffer
dogs for wildlife crime pre-
vention and detection is cru-
cial.” “We hope at least four to
five wildlife sniffer dogs are
deployed in each state and at
trans-border areas, working
with law enforcement agencies
to protect our wildlife.”

Dr Dipankar Ghose,
Director & HoD, Wildlife &
Habitats Division, WWF-India,
and Interim In-Charge,
TRAFFIC’s India office added,
"Detecting smuggled wildlife is
an ongoing challenge for law
enforcement agencies. TRAF-
FIC and WWF-India support
initiatives that bring in new
tools and technology for
wildlife crime detection and
prevention.

Kolkata: China has issued
visas to over 18,000 Indians in
the last three months, a
Chinese diplomat said.
Interacting with a group of
journalists in Kolkata, Minister
Counsellor of the Chinese
Embassy in India, Chen
Jianjun, said he was looking
forward to more Chinese being
given visas by India.

"The number of visa appli-
cations for China has been on
the rise. Since January, we have
given visas to 18,560 Indians,"
he said.

"Since August, 9,409 stu-
dent visas have been issued to
Indian students," he said.
However, Jianjun said, the
number of visa applications is
yet to reach the pre-pandemic
levels. PNS
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Less than 24 hours after Shiv
Sena (UBT) leader and MP

Sanjay Raut received a threat
message on his WhatsApp on
alleged behalf of mafia leader
Lawrence Bishnoi that he
would be shot dead in New
Delhi, the Maharashtra police
on Saturday detained one per-
son for questioning in Pune for
questioning.

Identifying the person
detained as one Rahul Talekar
who works at a hotel in Pune,
the police said that he had been
handed over to the Mumbai
police for further investiga-
tions. Raut had received a
whatsApp message late on
Friday evening warning that he
would be shot dead with an
AK-47 in New Delhi along the
lines of Punjabi singer Sidhu
Moosewala who was eliminat-
ed last year.

Raut got a threat in a
WhatsApp message on Friday
evening warning that he would
be shot dead with an AK-47 in
New Delhi, with reference to
the killing of the Punjabi singer
Sidhu Moosewala last year.
The threat received by Raut
reward thus:  “Anti-Hindu, I
will kill you. Meet me in Delhi,
will finish you off with an
AK47. Like Moosewala. Treat
this as a message from
Lawrence Bishnoi,” with a ref-
erence to Salman Khan
Immediately after he received

the threatening message, Raut
had complained to the Mumbai
Police Commissioner about it.
Raut’s MLA-brother Sunil Raut
lodged a formal complaint with
the Kanjurmarg police on
Saturday morning.

Based on the technical evi-
dence gathered by the Mumbai
police that the person who had
sent the whatsApp message to
Raut was in Pune, the crime
branch sleuths of the Pune
detained Talekar, a resident of
Wadgaon Sheri, from a hotel at
Kharadi Chandannagaer in
Pune.

While it is not known
immediately as to the motive
behind Talekar handing a death
threat to Raut, the detained
person has told the police that
he had sent a threat message to
the Sena (UBT) MP under the
influence of  alcohol. He
reportedly told the police that
he had telephoned Raut many
times, but the latter had not
taken his call.  Preliminary
investigations have revealed
that Talekar had no political
affiliation nor were there any
criminal antecedents.        Soon

afterwards, Raut complained to
Mumbai Police Commissioner,
and a probe was initiated, lead-
ing to the detention of the sus-
pect in Pune. The Mumbai
police are questioning him on
his links with the Bishnoi gang
and also the recent email
threats issued to Bollywood
actor Salman Khan.

Reacting to the latest death
threat, Raut – whose security
was beefed up immediately
after he received the whatsApp
threat message – said: “ I have
been targetted in a similar
manner in the past as well. But,
I will not be cowed down by
such threats''.

“My security as well as the
security covers of several Maha
Vikas Aghadi leaders’ security
have been withdrawn and
deployed for the ‘gaddars’ (trai-
tors)… What has the govern-
ment done about this?” Raut
asked. Alluding to similar
threats issued to prominent
NCP leader of Thane  Jitendra
Awhad, Raut accused the state
government of ignoring such
threats faced by opposition
leaders. 

Leaders of Opposition in
the State Assembly  Ajit Pawar
and his counterpart from
Upper House   Ambadas
Danve, NCP MP Supriya Sule
and  Congress leaders
expressed serious concerns
over threats and urged gov-
ernment to take matter seri-
ously.
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Trade between India and
Malaysia can now be settled

in Indian Rupee (INR) in addi-
tion to the current modes of
settlement in other currencies.
This follows the decision by the
Reserve Bank of India in July
2022 to allow settlement of
international trade in Indian
Rupee (INR), the ministry of
external affairs(MEA) said here
on Saturday.

This initiative by the RBI is
aimed at facilitating the growth
of global trade and to support
the interests of the global trad-
ing community in Indian
Rupee (INR).

India International Bank of
Malaysia (IIBM), based in
Kuala Lumpur, has opera-
tionalised this mechanism by
opening a Special Rupee Vostro
Account through its
Corresponding Bank in India
i.e. Union Bank of India, MEA
said.
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King of
Bhutan

J i g m e
K h e s a r
N a m g y e l
Wangchuk will visit India for
three days starting Monday at
the invitation of President
Droupadi Murmu. He will be
accompanied by Lyonpo Dr.
Tandi Dorji, Minister of
Foreign Affairs and External
Trade, and senior officials of
the Royal Government of
Bhutan.

The visit is in keeping with
the long standing tradition of
regular high-level exchanges
between the two countries, the
ministry of external affairs said
here on Saturday. During the
visit, King of Bhutan will meet
with the President and the
Prime Minister. 

The External Affairs
Minister and senior officials
will call on the King of Bhutan.
India and Bhutan enjoy unique
ties of friendship and cooper-
ation, which are characterized
by understanding and mutual
trust. 

The visit would provide an
opportunity to both sides to
review entire gamut of bilater-
al cooperation and to further
advance the close bilateral part-
nership, including economic
and development cooperation.
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The National Investigation
Agency (NIA) has arrested

two accused persons from
Raniganj and Kolkata, both in
West Bengal, in connection
with a 2022 case relating to
recovery of 27,000 kg ammoni-
um nitrate explosive.

The arrested duo is alleged
to be illegal suppliers of explo-
sives, detonators and gelatin
sticks. In June 2022, a Tata Sumo
car, which was found trans-
porting around 81,000 electric
detonators was intercepted by
Special Task Force (STF)
Kolkata.

The cache of detonators
was seized and Ashis Keora, the
driver of Tata Sumo was arrest-
ed. Ashis led the police to a stash
of illegally stored explosives,
including 27,000 kgs of ammo-
nium nitrate, 1,625 kg of gela-
tine sticks and 2,325 more elec-

tric detonators. After the NIA
took over the case, initially reg-
istered at Police Station Md.
Bazar in Birbhum, in September
2022, the agency made its first
arrest in January 2023 with the
apprehension of Rintu Sk. The
NIA on Friday arrested anoth-
er two accused from Raniganj
and Kolkata, who have been
identified as Merazuddin Ali
Khan of Bokaro and Mir Md.
Nuruzzaman of Birbhum, the
NIA said in a statement.

While Mir Md.
Nuruzzaman had supplied
27,000 kg of ammonium nitrate
to Rintu Sk, Merazuddin Ali
Khan had supplied electric det-
onators and gelatine sticks to
Rintu Sk, it said. Further inves-
tigations to establish the sources
of pilferage of the explosives and
other bomb making materials,
including detonators and gela-
tine sticks are in progress, it
added.
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The Enforcement
Directorate (ED) has arrest-

ed Kaushik Kumar Nath, a
Kolkata based businessman in
a money laundering case linked
to defrauding the public sector
lender State Bank of India
(SBI) to the tune of Rs 95 crore.

The ED said Nath availed
various credit facilities from the
State Bank of India by submit-
ting forged and fabricated doc-
uments. The funds received in
the guise of credit facilities were
withdrawn in cash and used for
purposes other than for which
it was sanctioned. 

The SBI has been cheated
and defrauded to the tune of Rs
95 crore, it said. The ED has
initiated the investigation
under Prevention of Money
Laundering Act (PMLA) on
the basis of four different
FIRs/charge sheets regis-

tered/filed by CBI, Kolkata.
During investigation by ED,
another case registered by the
Crime Branch, Mumbai Police
also came to the notice of the
agency. “Kaushik Kumar Nath
is frequently changing his iden-
tity and defrauding the banks.
Recently, he had shifted his
base to Mumbai and engaged
in such type of criminal activ-
ities there,” the ED said in a
statement.

ED has identified several
immovable properties acquired
by the accused from the
‘Proceeds of Crime’. Out of the
said properties, four properties
worth Rs 3.68 crore are already
attached by the ED. 

Nath was produced before
the Special Court, Kolkata on
Friday. The Court has granted
him to ED custody for 10 days
till April 10. Further investiga-
tion in the case is in progress,
it added.
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The Cochin Shipyard
Limited has signed a con-

tract for building six Next
Generation Missile Vessels
(NGMV) for the Indian Navy
at a cost of Rs 9,805 crore with
the delivery of ships set to
begin from 2027.

The state-run shipyard said
the contract marks its entry
into advanced weapon intense
platforms."The primary role
of the ships would be to pro-
vide offensive capability against
enemy warship, merchantmen
and land targets," Cochin
Shipyard said in a release.  It
said the delivery of ships is
scheduled to commence from

March 2027. "The NGMVs
would be heavily armed war
vessels incorporating stealth,
high speed and offensive capa-
bility. These ships will be capa-
ble of conducting maritime
strike operations, anti-surface
warfare operations and would

be a potent instrument of sea
denial for enemy ships espe-
cially at choke points," the
release said. The shipyard said
these ships would be employed
for local naval defence opera-
tions and seaward defence of
offshore development area. 

Cochin Shipyard Limited
CMD Madhu S Nair said the
shipyard was keen to take up
the construction of NGMVs
after successfully delivering
the country's first indigenous
aircraft carrier, INS Vikrant. 

In addition to the above,
the state-run entity is also
building eight Anti Submarine
Warfare Shallow Water Crafts
for the Navy and these vessels
are under various stages of con-
struction at the yard.
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The Centre has told the
Supreme Court that it is

dedicated to improve access to
menstrual hygiene for young
and adolescent girls but the
responsibility of providing
healthcare services lies with the
respective state governments as
public health is a state subject. 

In an affidavit filed before
the top court, the Health min-
istry said it has undertaken
awareness and training pro-
grammes and made necessary
resources available to girls
across the country.

"It is submitted that public
health is a state subject and the
responsibility of providing
healthcare services is that of
respective state governments.

"The Central government
and its agencies are not the
implementing bodies for
schemes relating to menstrual
health; and it is in fact the states
and their agencies which are at
the forefront of enforcement of
the policies," the ministry said.

It submitted that the
Central government is com-
mitted to improving menstru-
al hygiene for young and ado-
lescent girls and to make nec-
essary resources accessible to
them.

The affidavit was filed in
response to a PIL by Congress
leader Jaya Thakur seeking
issuance of directions for pro-
viding free sanitary pads to girls
studying in classes 6 to 12 in
government schools across the
country.

The ministry stated that
menstruation and menstrual
practices are clouded by taboos
and socio-cultural restrictions
for women as well as adolescent
girls in India which is com-
bined with limited access to
products of sanitary hygiene
and lack of safe sanitary facil-
ities. 

"Moreover, traditionally,
there have been practices of
using old clothes as pads by
recycling them, use of ash or
straw, which not affect men-
strual hygiene but also have
long term implications for
reproductive health.

"The government is dedi-
cated to increase awareness
among adolescent girls on
menstrual hygiene, build self-
esteem and empower girls for
better socialisation. The gov-
ernment is also working
towards increasing access to
and use of high quality sanitary
napkins for girls in rural areas,"
the ministry said.

Thakur in her plea said
serious difficulties are faced by
adolescent females between
the ages of 11 and 18 ,years who
come from poor backgrounds,
in receiving education on
account of lack of access to
education, a constitutional
right under Article 21A of the
Constitution. "These are ado-

lescent females who are not
equipped with and are also not
educated by their parents about
menstruation and menstrual
hygiene. The deprived eco-
nomic status and illiteracy
leads to prevalence of unhy-
gienic and unhealthy practices
which has serious health con-
sequences, increase obstinacy
and leads to eventual dropping
out from schools," the plea said.

The plea, filed
through advocate Varun
Thakur, said to achieve gender
equality, it is crucial that girls
are able to actualize their edu-
cational potential. 

Referring to a 2018
order of the Delhi High Court,
the plea said it had mandated
the Delhi government to pro-
vide free or subsidized access to
menstrual hygiene products
in schools and to make
arrangements for education on
menstruation and menstrual
hygiene.

"The Government of
India has deliberated for several
years with regard to the inclu-
sion of the right to education
as a fundamental right. The
Saikia Committee of 1997 had
been appointed to examine
the economic viability propos-
al as to whether the right to free
elementary education up to 14
years of age could be made a
fundamental right," it said.

The plea said the
Right to Education Act, 2009,
was enacted and took effect
from August 26, 2009 with the
objective of providing free and
compulsory education in the
age group of six to 14 years.

It added the apex
court's 2019 verdict in the
Sabarimala temple case
addressed menstrual taboos
and the associated stigma and
ruled that the discriminatory
emphasis placed on biological
differences constituted a viola-
tion of Article 14 -- the right to
equality -- and emphasized
that the social exclusion of
women based on menstrual
status is a form of untoucha-
bility.

"Prevalent myths
about menstruation force mil-
lions of girls to drop out of
school early or be ostracized for
the duration of their menstru-
al cycle every month. They also
affect the hiring of female
workers, as it is felt that the
menstruation hampers their
productivity capabilities.
Unfortunately, it continues to
be treated as a taboo in many
societies, shrouded in a culture
of silence and shame," the plea
said.
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Amid the family feud over
Hassan Assembly seat in

poll-bound Karnataka, former
chief minister H D
Kumaraswamy on Saturday
said he will not entertain any
'rebellion.' He also
said the second list of candi-
dates will be released on
Monday including for the
Hassan seat. 

The Hassan seat has
become a big headache for
Janata Dal (Secular), which is
witnessing a rebellion within
the first family of the party. 
The party which was among
the first to release its list of can-
didates has not been able to
finalise a name for Hassan
constituency yet. 

The reason being that the
former Prime Minister H D
Deve Gowda's daughter-in-law
and H D Revanna's wife
Bhavani Revanna is adamant
about contesting the election
from Hassan, which is a JD(S)
stronghold. 

It is now learnt that the
Bhavani has warned that she
would contest the election as an
independent candidate if she is
denied a ticket. Her two sons –
Hassan MP Prajwal Revanna
and MLC Suraj Revanna too
have backed their mother. 
"I will not entertain any rebel-

lion. I have already said this
several times that we will
respond to the sentiments of
the party workers. Even if there
is pressure it will not work
because the final decision will
be left to the wishes of the
workers," Kumaraswamy told
reporters. 

According to sources in the
JD(S), Kumaraswamy is keen
on fielding H S Prakash's son
H P Swaroop. H S
Prakash was a four-time MLA
from this constituency who lost
the 2018 Assembly election to
BJP's Preetham Gowda. Six
months after losing the
Assembly election, Prakash
passed away. 

The JD(S) second-in-com-
mand wanted to field Swaroop
keeping in view the large sup-
port base and sympathy he
enjoys among voters, the
sources said. 

They added that 89-year
old Deve Gowda, who is not
keeping well, called the leaders
from Hassan to discuss the
issue at his Bengaluru resi-
dence. With the Hassan
conundrum growing to enor-
mous proportions, senior party
leaders reached Bengaluru on
Saturday to find a way out. 
"Some of our leaders have
arrived here with regard to
Hassan constituency and they
too made an appeal. 
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Nobody can ignore late
Hindutva ideologue VD

Savarkar's sacrifice for the
country's independence strug-
gle but disagreements over
him cannot be made a nation-
al issue today as there are
many pressing matters to focus
on, said Nationalist Congress
Party chief Sharad Pawar on
Saturday. 

Defending Congress leader
Rahul Gandhi, who is being
targeted by the Bharatiya Janata
Party for speaking about issues
in India on foreign soil, he said
this is not the first time an
Indian has spoken about issues
in the country while abroad. 
Pawar was speaking at the
Press Club in Nagpur, where he
also visited Union minister
Nitin Gadkari's home. 

To a query on whether he
spoke to Rahul Gandhi about
Savarkar and if the Congress
leader would slow down in his
criticism of the late Hindutva
ideologue, Pawar said leaders of
18-20 political parties recent-
ly sat and discussed major
issues before the country. 

The BJP has accused
Gandhi of repeatedly “insult-
ing” Savarkar. It is also organ-
ising Savarkar Gaurav Yatra in
his honour. “I suggested that
there is a need for us to delib-
erate on the way the country is
being run by those in power,”

he said. Pawar said, “Today,
Savarkar is not a national issue,
it is an old thing. We had said
a few things about Savarkar but
it was not personal. It was
against Hindu Maha Sabha. 

But there is another side to
it as well. We cannot ignore the
sacrifice made by Savarkar ji for
the independence of the coun-
try.” About 32 years ago, Pawar
said, he had spoken in
Parliament about Savarkar's
progressive views.

He said Savarkar built a
house in Ratnagiri and also
constructed a small temple in
front of it. “He deputed a per-
son from the Valmiki commu-
nity to perform puja in the
temple. I think this was a very
progressive thing,” said Pawar. 

The NCP leader said there
is no need to thrust Savarkar
into the national narrative
especially because there many
other major issues concerning
the common public. 

On the BJP's criticism of
Gandhi, Pawar said the
Congress leader also has the
freedom to put his opinion like
everyone else. 

Asked if it is proper for a
leader to speak about issues
concerning India on foreign
soil, Pawar said one should not
give much importance to it as
this has not been done for the
first time. The NCP leader
leaders criticised the govern-
ment in the past as well. 
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When Donald Trump steps
before a judge next week to be
arraigned in a New York court-
room, it will not only mark the
first time a former US president
has faced criminal charges. It
will also represent a reckoning
for a man long nicknamed
“Teflon Don,” who until now
has managed to skirt serious
legal jeopardy despite 40 years
of legal scrutiny. 

Trump, who is the early
frontrunner for  the
Republican presidential nom-
ination, is expected to turn
himself in Tuesday. He faces
charges including at least one
felony offense related to hush
money payments to women
during his 2016 campaign.
Like any other person facing
trial, he will be booked, fin-
gerprinted and photographed
before being given the chance
to enter a plea.

The spectacle that is sure to
unfold will mark an unprece-
dented moment in American
history that will demonstrate
once again how dramatically
Trump — who already held the

distinction of being the first
president to be impeached
twice — has upended democ-
ratic norms. But on a person-
al level, the indictment pierces
the cloak of invincibility that
seemed to follow Trump
through his decades in business
and in politics, as he faced alle-
gations of fraud, collusion and
sexual misconduct.

“Boy, after all this time it’s
a bit of a shock,” Trump biog-
rapher Michael D’Antonio said
of the indictment. “You know
I always thought of him as the
Gingerbread Man, shouting,
You can’t catch me!’ as he ran
away.” 

“Given his track record,” he
said, “I had trouble imagining
he would ever be held account-
able.”

“These are not things that
Donald Trump ever thought in
his entire life, nor I, for that
matter, that he would ever be
confronted with,” Michael
Cohen, Trump’s longtime fixer
and a key witness in the case
who served jail time for the
payments, told CNN. 

Of course, some of the
celebration by Trump’s detrac-

tors may be premature. The
former president could seek to
have a judge quickly dismiss
the case. And even if it moves
forward, there’s no guarantee of
conviction. Intensifying inves-
tigations in Atlanta and
Washington are seen as poten-
tially more serious legal threats.

Still, Trump and his team
were caught by surprise when
word of the New York indict-
ment broke Thursday evening,
following news reports that
the grand jury hearing the
case was set for a weeks-long
hiatus. As the deliberations
dragged on, some in Trump’s

orbit had become convinced
that the case had stalled and
that charges might never be
brought. That included Trump
attorney Joe Tacopina, who
said Friday morning he had
hoped the “rule of law would
prevail.”

Trump, he said on the
“Today” show, was “initially
was shocked” by news of the
charges, but quickly pivoted to
his usual pushback playbook.

“After he got over that,” he
said, Trump “put a notch on his
belt and he decided we have to
fight now. And he got into a
typical Donald Trump pos-

ture where he’s ready to be
combative on something that
he believes is an injustice. ... I
think he’s now in the posture
that he’s ready to fight this.”

In the meantime, Trump
and his team have tried to use
the news to his advantage,
hoping to energize his loyal
base by painting the investiga-
tion as part of a larger plot to
derail his candidacy. 

Trump ally Rep. Jim Banks,
R-Indi., who formally endorsed
the former president Friday,
said Trump “doesn’t back
down” and was going to “fight
back,” telling a local radio show
it was “yet another chapter
where Donald Trump is going
to come back on top in the
end.”

The media maelstrom has
catapulted the former president
back into the spotlight he
craves, at least temporarily
limiting attention being paid to
his rivals, including Florida
Gov. Ron DeSantis, who is
widely expected to challenge
Trump for the nomination,
and has been holding events
across the county to promote
his book.
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Donald Trump raised over USD 4 million
towards his 2024 presidential run in 24

hours after a Manhattan grand jury indicted the
former US president on charges related to pay-
ing off a porn star, his office has said.

According to the former president’s cam-
paign, over 25 per cent of donations came from
first-time donors to the Trump Campaign, fur-
ther solidifying his status as the clear fron-
trunner in the Republican primary.

“This incredible surge of grassroots con-
tributions confirms that the American people
see the indictment of President Trump as a dis-
graceful weaponisation of our justice system by
a Soros-funded prosecutor,” it said in a state-
ment on Friday. “With an average contribution
of only USD 34, Trump’s 2024 campaign is fund-
ed by an unmatched coalition of hardworking
patriots who are fed up with special interest
donors like Soros spending billions of dollars
to influence our elections,” it said.

Americans from across all 50 states donat-
ed to President Trump’s campaign within the
first five hours of the “sham indictment”, the

statement said.
On Thursday, within minutes of Trump’s

indictment, the Trump campaign fired off a
fundraising email soliciting contributions
toward the 76-year-old’s 2024 campaign.

It was the first of more than half a dozen
fundraising emails sent out by the Trump cam-
paign after the indictment.

The White House has refused to comment
on the indictment of the former president.

“I have no comment on that,” President Joe
Biden told reporters on Friday.

Vice President Kamala Harris told reporters
in Zambia: “I am not going to comment on an
ongoing criminal case as it relates to the for-
mer president.”

Trump is currently the front-runner
among all declared and potential contenders for
the 2024 Republican White House nomination.
There is nothing in US law that prevents a can-
didate who is found guilty of a crime from cam-
paigning for and serving as president - even
from prison.

Trump was twice impeached by the House
of Representatives. He was acquitted by the
Senate both times. 
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Canadian police have recov-
ered the bodies of two

more migrants, including that
of an Indian woman, who
drowned in a river while two
families of Indian and
Romanian descent were
attempting to enter the US
from Canada illegally, taking
the death toll to eight.

The bodies were found on
Friday in a marsh on the river-
bank near Akwesasne, a com-
munity which straddles
Quebec, Ontario and New York
state. One other person is still
missing.

The two more bodies
recovered included one infant,
who was a Canadian citizen of
Romanian descent. The second
was of a woman who was an
Indian national, CTV news
reported.

Police say the deceased —
believed to be two families of
Indian and Romanian descent
— were trying to cross the St

Lawrence River into the United
States from Canada. Among
them were two children under
the age of three, both Canadian
citizens. “Unfortunately, these
situations happen. It’s not
something new,” Akwesasne
Mohawk Police chief Shawn
Dulude said of people trying to
cross.

“We’ve seen it happen in
the past, and hopefully as we
move forward … it’s something
we can one day eliminate,” the
officer was quoted as saying by
the Montreal Gazette newspa-
per.

Akwesasne police are
working with Immigration
Canada to assist with identify-
ing the victims and notifying
the next of kin. They are also
increasing surveillance on the
river, it said.

Authorities located the first
body in the marsh around 5 pm
on Thursday during an aerial
search conducted at the request
of the Canadian Coast Guard.

Throughout the day on

Friday, search crews could be
seen wading through a marshy
area near the local marina
with the help of a light airboat.
A helicopter also scanned the
river. The last two bodies were
retrieved from the water dur-
ing the day.

Police recovered two more
bodies from the river on Friday,
after discovering six bodies
and an overturned boat during
a missing person search
Thursday afternoon, CBC
News reported.

They are believed to have
been an Indian family and a
Romanian family who were
attempting to cross into the US,
police said, adding, that an
Akwesasne resident remains
missing. The bodies were dis-
covered as the result of a search
for another missing person,
Casey Oakes, that also started
Thursday. He was last seen
Wednesday boarding a small,
light blue vessel departing from
the east end of Cornwall Island,
in St. Lawrence.
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The prestigious Metropolitan
Museum of Art will return

15 sculptures to India after it
was learnt that the antiquities
were illegally removed from the
country and sold by disgraced
dealer Subhash Kapoor.

In a statement Thursday,
the Met said it will transfer the
15 sculptures for return to the
government of India. The
works range in date from the
1st century BCE to the 11th
century CE, and include terra-
cotta, copper and stone.

All of the works were sold
at one point by Kapoor, who is
currently serving a prison sen-
tence in India.

“The Museum is commit-
ted to the responsible acquisi-
tion of archaeological art and
applies rigorous provenance
standards both to new acqui-
sitions and to works long in its
collection. The Museum is
actively reviewing the history of
antiquities from suspect deal-
ers. The Museum values high-
ly its long-standing relation-
ships with the government of
India and is pleased to resolve
this matter,” the Met said in the
statement. The museum con-
tacted Homeland Security
about its works from Kapoor in
2015 and is “pleased to be act-
ing on this matter today as a
result of the criminal investi-
gation into Subhash Kapoor”
by the Manhattan District
Attorney’s Office, it said.

Through this cooperative
partnership, the museum
received new information from
the Manhattan DA’s office
about 15 works of art that
made it clear that the works
should be transferred, resulting
in a constructive resolution, the
statement said.

In addition, in cooperation
with the DA office’s criminal
investigation into Turkish sites
Bubon and Perge, the museum
recently removed from dis-
play from its Greek and Roman
galleries three pieces from
Turkey — two of which were
loans and a third is part of the
Met’s collection, it said.
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The cash-strapped Pakistan
government has warned of

more inflation coupled with a
slowdown of the economy,
blaming the delay in inking the
crucial deal with the IMF for the
worsening economic crisis,
according to a media report on
Saturday.

In its monthly outlook
report issued on Friday, the
Finance Ministry also said that
political instability has started
feeding the strong inflationary
expectations, The Express
Tribune newspaper reported.

Holding back its inflation
forecast figure for the outgoing
month, the Finance Ministry
painted a gloomy outlook of the
economy, saying that the
Monthly Economic Indicator, a
tool to predict the economic
growth rate based on past and
current indicators, has further
slowed.

“Inflation in March may
remain in the upper bound as
observed in February when it
was 31.5 per cent,” the ministry
stated. Although it did not give

a figure this time, the market
expects inflation to shoot up to
36 per cent due to a host of neg-
ative measures, the report said.

A conservative internal
assessment of the Finance
Ministry suggested around 34
per cent inflation rate in March.
The ministry said that a “poten-
tial reason for rising price level
is political and economic uncer-
tainty.”

The ministry also noted
that the delay in finalising the
USD 1.1 billion tranche of fund-
ing from the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) pro-
gramme was causing further
economic distress.

“The economic distress
resulting from delay of the sta-
bilisation programme has exac-
erbated the economic uncer-
tainty due to which inflationary
expectations have remained
strong,” the report said.

Pakistan has been struggling
hard to revive the USD 6.5 bil-
lion derailed IMF bailout pack-
age that the Washington-based
global lender approved in 2019.
Although, its missteps, like the
petrol subsidy and attempts to

borrow directly from commer-
cial banks, have further com-
plicated the matters for the
cash-starved country.

The Finance Ministry said
that even the contractionary
monetary policies of the State
Bank of Pakistan (SBP) were not
helping contain the inflation.

“Despite the SBP’s contrac-
tionary monetary policy, the
inflationary expectations are
not settling down,” the ministry
said, showing dissatisfaction
with the central bank’s tight
monetary policy.

The SBP increased the pol-
icy rate by 3 per cent to 20 per
cent in the last Monetary Policy
decision held this month.

The monthly outlook report
stated that bulk buying during
Ramzan may cause a demand-
supply gap, resulting in an esca-
lation of the prices of essential
items.

Due to the lagged effect of
last year’s floods, production
losses, especially of significant
crops, have not yet been fully
recovered. Consequently, the
shortage of essential items has
emerged and persisted.

As a result, “inflation is
expected to stay at elevated lev-
els owing to market frictions
caused by relative demand and
supply gap of essential items,
exchange rate depreciation and
recent upward adjustment of
administered prices of petrol
and diesel”, the report added.

The Finance Ministry stat-
ed that the average Monthly
Economic Indicator (MEI) dur-
ing the first eight months of the
current fiscal year indicates a
further slowdown in domestic
economic activities.

The slowdown seems to be
driven by a lack of industrial
dynamism, accelerating infla-
tion, which erodes the purchas-
ing power of consumers and
investors and is also illustrated
by negative growth in exports
and imports.

The indicator was already
in negative territory since the
start of the fiscal year. The
Finance Ministry’s latest assess-
ment indicates that there may
not be any growth during the
current fiscal year if no
improvement is witnessed in
the remainder period.
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After a three-year hiatus,
Pakistan and China are

set to resume trade from
Monday through the
Khunjerab Pass - the only land
route between the two all-
weather allies, a media report
said on Saturday.

The Khunjerab Pass was
closed in November 2019 to
contain the transmission of
the COVID-19 virus between
the two countries.

The arrangements to
reopen the border point for
bilateral trade and other activ-
ities under the China-Pakistan
Eco-nomic Corridor (CPEC)
have been finalised by both
sides, the Dawn newspaper
reported.

The USD 60 billion CPEC,
which connects Gwadar Port in
Balochistan with China’s
Xinjiang province, is the flag-
ship project of Chinese
President Xi Jinping’s ambitious

Belt and Road Initiative (BRI).
The CPEC is a network of
roads, railways, pipelines, and
ports in Pakistan connecting
China to the Arabian Sea.

Gilgit-Baltistan Home
Secretary Rana Mohammad
Saleem Afzal said that officials
on both sides agreed to reopen
Khunjerab Pass for trade and
travel activities from April 3.
He added that the process of
issuing border passes would
start soon, the report said.

“Most important aspect is
that it’s a CPEC route. CPEC
consignments will enter
Pakistan through Khunjerab
Pass from China,” he said.

Under an agreement, trade
and travel activities between
the two countries through the
Khunjerab Pass start annually
on April 1 and close on
November 30. Daily bus service
also plies from the Sost Valley
of the Gilgit-Baltistan region to
the Xinjiang province of China,
the report said.

The first trade activity
between China and Pakistan
under the CPEC started via the
Karakoram Highway in
November 2016.

Minister of State for
Foreign Affairs, Hina Rabbani
Khar, said that the federal gov-
ernment had been working to
revive CPEC activities, the
report said. She added that all
hurdles in the bilateral trade’s
way would be removed.

The prolonged closure of
the Khunjerab Pass caused
immense financial hardships to
the local business community,
and thousands of workers
became jobless, the report said,
quoting officials.

During the last three years,
the Pass was occasionally
opened for emergency cargo
transportation from China to
Pakistan on specific days.

The volume of trade
between the two countries
would increase after the
reopening of the Khunjerab

Pass, Gilgit-Baltistan Collector
of Customs Syed Fawad Ali
Shah was quoted as saying in
the report.

He said all required
arrangements had been
finalised for normal trade at the
Sost dry port. Shah added that
he met traders, the port man-
agement and other stakehold-
ers, who were all happy and
assured the administration of
their cooperation in smooth
trade activities at the dry port.

Haji Liaquat of the Gilgit-
Baltistan Importers and
Exporters Association said that
the people affiliated with trade
between the two countries
were optimistic about the
revival of economic activities in
the region, according to the
report.

He added that the people of
the region and the government
exchequer suffered losses worth
billions of rupees owing to the
prolonged halt of trade at the
Sost dry port.
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Sri Lankan Prime Minister
Dinesh Gunawardena on

Saturday said a new counter
terrorism draft bill to replace
the much maligned Prevention
of Terrorism Act (PTA) of
1979 is to be introduced in the
parliament later in April.

Sri Lanka is replacing the
PTA with a new legislation
called the Anti Terrorism Act
(ATA) after the former law was
roundly condemned for its
draconian nature where people
were allowed to be detained
without being charged for
indefinite periods of time.

Sri Lanka faced interna-
tional calls to repeal the PTA
which was enacted in 1979 as
a temporary measure to
counter the rising Tamil sepa-
ratist militancy.

“The new bill will be pre-
sented in parliament in the
third week of April. It will
replace the PTA,”
Gunawardena said.

On March 17, the 97-page
ATA was published in the gov-
ernment gazette.

It aimed to replace the
PTA which is often being crit-
icised as a tool used by the suc-
cessive governments to crush
dissent.

The European Union since
2016 has been urging the Sri
Lankan government to repeal
the PTA and bring in a new
counter terrorism legislation in
line with international stan-
dards. The EU has linked its
GSP+ export tariff concessions
to Sri Lanka modifying its
counter terrorism Act.

The opposition and rights
groups have already objected to
the ATA, saying that it does not
differ much from the PTA.

They hold that ATA could
be used to crush democratic
protests and political opposi-
tion while the security forces
being conferred powers to
crackdown with judicial pro-
cedure to brand any dissent as
terrorism.

Sajith Premadasa, the main
opposition leader, told
reporters: “We see this as unde-
mocratic and authoritarian
because it targets political
opponents, trade unions and
the public”.

Mano Ganesan, a minori-
ty Tamil political leader, ques-
tioned the need for a new
counter terrorism law when the
country is currently free of any
acts of terrorism.

Critics charge that the ATA
would be more harmful than
the PTA. Sri Lanka, which
currently is reeling under its
worst economic crisis, has wit-
nessed several activities that
have threatened its national
security.

The nation saw the end of
Tamil insurgency in 2009 after
the killing of Liberation Tigers
of Tamil Eelam leader Velupillai
Prabhakaran. A fresh security
threat dented the country’s
security after the Easter suicide
attacks in 2019 that killed 290
people.
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Israeli police shot and killed
a man who they alleged

tried to snatch an officer’s
gun at an entrance to a
Jerusalem holy site early
Saturday, raising fears of fur-
ther violence during a time of
heightened tensions at the
flashpoint compound.

The police said the slain
man was 26-year-old
Mohammed Alasibi from
Hura, a Bedouin Arab village in
southern Israel.

Palestinian worshippers at
the entrance to the site on
Saturday morning had a dif-
ferent account, saying that

police shot the man at least 10
times after he tried to prevent
them from harassing a woman
who was on her way to the holy
compound.

Hours after the incident,
the muddy stone alleyway lead-
ing to the compound was still
stained with blood.

Authorities said that offi-
cers detained the man for ques-
tioning outside the sacred com-
pound home to Al-Aqsa
Mosque in the heart of
Jerusalem’s Old City — the
third holiest shrine in Islam.
The compound, revered by
Jews as the Temple Mount, is
also the most sacred site in
Judaism.
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Achipper-sounding Pope
Francis was discharged

Saturday from the Rome hos-
pital where he was treated for
bronchitis, quipping to jour-
nalists before being driven
away that he’s “still alive.”

Francis, 86, was hospi-
talised at Gemelli Polyclinic on
Wednesday following his week-
ly public audience in St Peter’s
Square after reportedly expe-
riencing breathing difficulties.
The pontiff received antibiotics
administered intravenously
during his stay, the Vatican
said. In a sign of his improved
health, the Vatican released
details of Francis’ Holy Week
schedule. It said he would pre-
side at this weekend’s Palm

Sunday Mass and at Easter
Mass on April 9, both held in
St. Peter’s Square and expected
to draw tens of thousands of
faithful. A Vatican cardinal
will be at the altar to celebrate
both Masses, a recent practice
due to the pontiff having a
troublesome knee issue.

But Francis is scheduled to
celebrate Holy Thursday Mass,
which this year will be held in
a juvenile prison in Rome. Still
unclear was whether he would
attend the late-night, torch-lit
Way of the Cross procession at
Rome’s Colosseum to mark
Good Friday.  Before departing
Gemelli Polyclinic late Saturday
morning, Francis comforted a
Rome couple whose 5-year-old
daughter died Friday night at the
Catholic hospital. Outside,

Serena Subania, mother of
Angelica, sobbed as she pressed
her head into the chest of the
pope, who held her close and

whispered words of comfort. 
Francis seemed eager to

linger with well-wishers. When
a boy showed him his arm cast,

the pope made a gesture as if to
ask “Do you have a pen?” Three
papal aides whipped out theirs.
Francis took one of the pens and

added his signature to the child’s
already well-autographed cast.

The pontiff answered in a
low voice that was close to a
whisper when reporters pep-
pered him with questions, indi-
cating he had felt unwell — “I felt
sick,” he said, pointing to his
mid-section — a symptom that
convinced his medical staff to
take him to the hospital
Wednesday.  Asked how he felt
now, Francis joked, “Still alive,
you know.” He gave a thumbs-
up sign. Francis exited the hos-
pital from a side entrance, but his
car stopped in front of the main
entrance, where a gaggle of
journalists waited. He opened
the car door himself and got out
from the front passenger seat.
Francis had a cane ready to lean
on. 
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GST collections in March grew 13
per cent to the second highest ever
at �1.60 lakh crore, taking the

growth rate of revenue mop-up for full
2022-23 fiscal to 22 per cent. March also
saw over 91 per cent of the GST registered
businesses filing returns and paying
taxes — reflecting greater compliance and
improving economic activity.

Gross GST revenue collected in
March 2023 is �1,60,122 crore, of which
Central GST is �29,546 crore, State GST
is �37,314 crore, Integrated GST is
�82,907 crore (including �42,503 crore
collected on import of goods) and cess
is �10,355 crore, the finance ministry said
in a statement.

In April 2022, GST collection had
touched a record high of close to �1.68
lakh crore. The second highest mop-up
was recorded in March 2023, at a little
over �1.60 lakh crore.

For full 2022-23 fiscal year, gross
Goods and Services Tax (GST) mop-up
grew 22 per cent to �18.10 lakh crore. The

average gross monthly collection for the
full year is �1.51 lakh crore.

March is the fourth time in the just
gone by financial year that the monthly
gross GST collection has crossed �1.5
lakh crore-mark. Last month also wit-
nessed the highest IGST collection ever,
the ministry said.

Revenue for the month of March
2023 is 13 per cent higher than the GST
revenue in the same month last year, the
ministry said. During the month, revenue
from import of goods was 8 per cent

higher and revenue from domestic trans-
action (including import of services) is
14 per cent higher than the revenue from
these sources during the same month last
year.

The ministry said return filing dur-
ing March 2023 has been the highest ever.
93.2 per cent of statement of invoices (in
GSTR-1) and 91.4 per cent of returns (in
GSTR-3B) of February were filed till
March 2023 as compared to 83.1 per cent
and 84.7 per cent, respectively a year ago.

KPMG in India Partner Indirect Tax

Abhishek Jain said the monthly and year-
ly GST collection point towards the grow-
ing trajectory of the Indian economy.

“Another cheer point is the highest
ever compliance rate with 91.4 per cent
of returns being filed in the month of
March, indicating success of revenue
authorities and businesses in ensuring tax
compliance and preventing tax evasion,”
Jain said.

Deloitte India , Partner, Leader -
Indirect Tax, Mahesh Jaising said with the
growth in economic activity and
increased focus on GST analytics based
audits, the trend should see upward tra-
jectory in the coming months.

“Also, with the new FTP being rolled
out from today, we have to wait and watch
the impact on the import-export which
is expected to have a role in GST collec-
tions too,” Jaising said.

Tax Connect Advisory Partner Vivek
Jalan said businesses are also understand-
ing that robust compliance is the way for-
ward under GST and a significant boost
in GST return filing taking the compli-
ance ratio to more than 90 per cent from
early 80 per cent shows that Indian busi-
nesses are fast moving into the main-
stream. This would enhance the Income
Tax revenues also and lead to overall GDP
growth, Jalan added.
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To achieve saturation under
Pradhan Mantri Jeevan Jyoti

Bima Yojana (PMJJBY) and
Pradhan Mantri Suraksha Bima
Yojana (PMSBY), the Finance
Ministry on Saturday launched
a three-month campaign.

“A special 3 months cam-
paign has been launched by DFS
at Gram Panchayat Level cover-
ing all districts in the country to
saturate all eligible persons
under the PMJJBY and PMSBY
w.E.F 1st April 2023 to the 30th
June 2023,” Department of
Financial Services (DFS) said in
a tweet.

Under the campaign, camps
are going to be organised at the
Gram Panchayat level across all
districts in the country by the
banks with active participation
of the State administration and
other Ministries of Government
of India to ensure that benefits
of the two Jan Suraksha schemes
reach the masses. 

Chief Secretaries of States/

UTs, Chairman/ MD and CEOs
of Public Sector Banks (PSBs)
have been advised to extend full
support during the campaign, an
official statement said. 

Lead District Managers
(LDMs) will lead the campaign
in consultation with State/ UT
Level Bankers Committees of
the States/ UTs and District
Magistrates/ Collectors of the
Districts. Line Ministries of
Government of India have been

advised to utilise their field
functionaries for identification
and mobilisation of the Scheme
beneficiaries for enrolment, it
said. 

All Nodal Officers from
DFS have been instructed to par-
ticipate in the special SLBC/
UTLBC meetings and to under-
take field visits for monitoring
the Gram Panchayat level satu-
ration campaign, it added. 

The PMJJBY offers life
insurance cover of Rs 2 lakh in
case of death due to any reason
to people in the age group of 18-
50 years having a bank or post
office account, who give their
consent to join or enable auto-
debit of premium. 

On the other hand, the
PMSBY offers insurance cover
of �2 lakh for accidental death
or total permanent disability and
�1 lakh for partial permanent
disability to people in the age
group of 18-70 years with a bank
or post office account, who give
their consent to join or enable
auto-debit of premium.
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Maruti Suzuki, Hyundai and
Tata Motors reported their

highest-ever dispatches to deal-
ers last fiscal, enabling the
domestic passenger vehicle
industry to log in best-ever
performance to date.

The country’s largest car-
maker Maruti Suzuki India
reported its highest wholesales
to date at 19,66,164 units, up 19
per cent from 16,52,653 units in
2021-22.

Its domestic dispatches rose
to 17,06,831 units in 2022-23, up
21 per cent from 14,14,277
units in 2021-22 fiscal.

Hyundai Motor India said
its overall wholesales last fiscal
were the highest ever since
commencing operations in the
country. 

The automaker dispatched
7,20,565 units to dealers last fis-
cal, up 18 per cent from 6,10,760
units in 2021-22. Its domestic
dispatches rose to 5,67,546 units
last fiscal, up 18 per cent from
4,81,500 units in the 2021-22
financial year.

The country’s second-lar-
gest carmaker said it was its best
performance to date in terms of
sales volume in the domestic
market in a financial year. 

Tata Motors also reported
the best-ever passenger vehicle
dispatches in the domestic mar-
ket last fiscal at 5,38,640 units,
up 45 per cent from 3,70,372
units FY22.

Maruti Suzuki India Senior
Executive Officer, Marketing
and Sales, Shashank Srivastava
said the company reported its
highest-ever sales in a financial
year despite chip shortage con-

tinuing to impact the produc-
tion activity. He noted that the
overall industry sales last fiscal
rose to 38.89 lakh units, an
increase of 27 per cent from
30.69 lakh units in 2021-22.
“Both wholesales and retails
were the highest for the indus-
try last fiscal,” Srivastava said.

The industry sales were
expected to rise to 4.05-4.10 mil-
lion in the current fiscal, he
added. 

“We expect the industry
growth to be in the range of 5-
7 per cent this fiscal and the
company would like to perform
better than the industry,”
Srivastava said. 

He noted that with models
like Jimny and Fronx in its kitty,
the company expects to corner
25 per cent of the SUV market
in the current fiscal. MSI ended
the last fiscal with a market
share of 12.6 per cent in the
SUV segment with sales of
2,02,800 units.

The company, which has
discontinued its entry-level
model Alto 800 citing affordabil-
ity factor, said the SUV segment
continues to outpace others

with a contribution of 43 per
cent in the overall domestic pas-
senger vehicle industry. 

Srivastava noted that the
contribution of the hatchback
segment has come down to 35
per cent last fiscal from 46 per
cent in 2016-17.

“Affordability has been hit
and it has affected the uptake in
this segment. If the income
levels go up, we can hope for it
to make a comeback. Even now
the top best-selling cars in the
country are hatchbacks,” he
said.

Srivastava noted that the
chip shortage would continue to
impact the industry for the
next few quarters. MSI’s total
order backlog stood at around
3.8 lakh units, with Ertiga lead-
ing in terms of pending book-
ings, he added.

Srivastava confirmed that
the company would have a cer-
tain production loss in the
fourth quarter due to supply
constraints. The company had
a production loss of around
46,000 units in the third quar-
ter.

Replying to a query, Srivas-

tava noted that the company has
taken a price hike of around 0.8
per cent from April.

Hyundai reported domestic
dispatches of 5,67,546 units last
fiscal, up 18 per cent from
4,81,500 units in the 2021-22
financial year.

Exports rose 18 per cent
year on year to 1,53,019 units. 

“FY 22-23 has been a phe-
nomenal year for the company,
as we introduced seven seg-
ment-defining products like the
all-new Hyundai Tucson, new
Venue, Venue N Line, all elec-
tric IONIQ 5, new Grand i10
NIOS, new AURA and the all-
new Verna catering to different
segments thus giving a strong
push to brand Hyundai amongst
new-age Indian customers,”
Hyundai Motor India COO
Tarun Garg said in a 
statement. 

Despite global headwinds,
the company sees momentum
in the Indian auto industry to
continue, he added. 

Tata Motors Passenger
Vehicles Managing Director
Shailesh Chandra stated noted
that the steep growth witnessed

by the industry was driven by
post-Covid pent-up demand
in the early part of the year, the
launch of several new vehicles
and easing of the semiconduc-
tor shortage. 

While SUVs and EVs led
this growth, customers’ rising
preference for safe vehicles and
smart technology features was
equally pronounced, he added. 

Tata Motors scaled a new
sales peak by posting its high-
est-ever annual domestic sales
of 5,38,640 units, achieving a
robust 46 per cent sales growth
over FY22 and registering its
third successive year of indus-
try-beating growth, Chandra
said. 

“Looking ahead, we expect
the demand for personal vehi-
cles to remain robust with the
trend of electrification further
strengthening as more options
are made available to customers
plus support from a rapidly
growing and improving ecosys-
tem,” he said. 

However, the growth rate of
the passenger vehicle industry
may moderate due to a strong
base effect as well as macro fac-
tors including hardening inter-
est rates, rising inflation, and the
cost impact from progressive
regulatory norms, he added. 

“We continue to stay agile,
carefully monitoring the supply
situation, particularly semicon-
ductors and any potential waves
of Covid,” Chandra said.

Kia India said its sales stood
at 2,69,229 units last fiscal, a
growth of 44 per cent over
1,86,787 units in 2021-22. The
company reported its highest-
ever market share of 7.4 per cent
in Q4 of FY23. 
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Leading cement maker
UltraTech’s consolidated sales

rose by 12.4 per cent to 105.7 mil-
lion tonnes (MT) in FY2022-23,
Aditya Birla group firm said in
a regulatory filing on Saturday.

The company produced 94
MT of cement in FY22.

Its total sales volume in the
domestic market also crossed 100
MT for the financial year that
ended on March 31, 2023.

UltraTech’s total sales volume
for the India market in FY23 was
at 101.7 MT, up 13.63 per cent
compared to 89.5 MT a year ago. 

“We are pleased to inform
the company has achieved 100
million tonnes of production,
despatches and sales in FY23,” it
said.

Its grey cement production

in the domestic market was at
100.1 MT in FY23, reporting
13.75 per cent growth while its
white cement production was 1.5
MT, up 11 per cent. 

UltraTech’s overseas produc-
tion, mainly grey cement was 4.4
MT in FY23. For the fourth quar-
ter that ended on March 31,
2023, UltraTech’s total consolidat-
ed sales volume was at 31.7 MT
and its India volume was at 30.5
MT.

UltraTech has a consolidat-
ed capacity of 132.35 million
tonnes per annum (MTPA) of
grey cement. It has 23 integrat-
ed manufacturing units, 29
grinding units, one clinkerisation
unit and eight Bulk Packaging
Terminals. 

It is the third largest cement
producer in the world, excluding
China.
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Honda Cars India on
Saturday said its domestic

sales increased by 2 per cent to
6,692 units in March. The com-
pany had dispatched 6,589 units
to dealers in March 2022, the
automaker said in a statement.

Exports stood at 3,189 units
last month as compared with
2,243 units in March 2022, it
added. The company said its
domestic wholesales rose 7 per
cent to 91,418 units last fiscal, as
compared with 85,609 units in
FY22. The automaker exported
a total of 22,722 units during
2022-23 as compared with
19,401 units in 2021-22, register-
ing 17 per cent growth, it added.

“The company has achieved
a domestic sales growth of 7 per
cent, driven by the strong and
positive sales momentum of
our models, specifically the
Amaze and City,” Honda Cars
India Director, Marketing and
Sales Yuichi Murata said.

Despite the persistent chal-
lenges posed by the global chip
shortage and its impact on pro-
duction volumes, the Indian
automobile industry has had one
of its strongest years in terms of
sales, he noted.

“We believe that India holds
significant potential and antic-
ipate even greater demand in the
years ahead,” Murata said.
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Emergence of small tea
growers (STGs) has made

the country self-reliant in the
production of the beverage
and to meet domestic require-
ments and exports, Tea Board
said. STGs have also helped
local economic conditions and
livelihood of the people, the
Tea Board said in a statement.

India annually produces
nearly 1400 million kg of tea,
out of which the contribution
of STGs is more than 50 per
cent, it said. Tea exports from
India in value terms is close to
$ 800 million. It attained a pos-
itive growth of 15 per cent in
volume of around 220 million
kg in 2022, the board said.

The country is now the
second largest producer of the
beverage after China and tea
industry is one of the largest
employers. 

India is also the fourth
largest exporter after China,
Kenya and Sri Lanka, it said.
According to the Tea Board,
the agency has helped in the
development of the industry in
terms of area under cultivation,
production, productivity and
domestic consumption.
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Sebi has barred three individ-
uals from the securities mar-

ket for two years and imposed
penalty totalling Rs 90 lakh on
them in a case pertaining to
insider trading activities in the
scrip of Zee Entertainment
Enterprises Ltd (ZEEL).

The three individuals
banned by the regulator — Bijal
Shah, Gopal Ritolia and Jatin
Chawla — have also been direct-
ed to pay the fine within 45 days.

In addition, Ritolia and
Chawla have been directed to

disgorge illegal gains to the tune
of Rs 7.52 crore and Rs 2.09
crore respectively along with
interest, the regulator said in its
152-page final order on Friday.

The case relates to insider
trading activities by certain enti-
ties in the scrip of ZEEL, while
in possession of unpublished
price sensitive information
(UPSI) pertaining to audited
financial results of the media
company for the quarter ended
June 30, 2020 as well as launch
of ZEEPLEX by the company on
September 1, 2020.

Bijal Shah, who was head of

the financial planning and analy-
sis, strategy and investor rela-
tions at ZEEL during the rele-
vant time, had access to this
unpublished price sensitive
information.

He in turn, communicated

the information to Ritolia and
Chawla, who traded on the
basis of this information and
earned profits to the tune of Rs
7.52 crore and Rs 2.09 crore
respectively, the Securities and
Exchange Board of India (Sebi)
said.

According to the regulator,
Shah is not liable for insider
trading, he has played the prima-
ry role in disclosing the unpub-
lished Price sensitive informa-
tion to Ritolia and Chawla,
which resulted in the violation
of the provisions of insider trad-
ing rules.
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Mahanadi Coalfields
Limited (MCL) on

Saturday said the compa-
ny has registered a record
193.3 million tons of coal
production during the 2022-23 financial
year.

The MCL also posted the highest ever
192.7 million ton coal despatch to con-
sumers, Chairman-cum-Managing
Director Om Prakash Singh, said while
addressing the AGM here. “The MCL reg-
istered a growth of 15 per cent for the
financial year 2023-23, while coal despatch
showed nine per cent growth over the pre-
vious financial year 2021-22,” Singh said.

The company has achieved all its tar-

gets much ahead of sched-
ule and has helped Coal
India surpass its target of
700 million tons set for the
financial year 2022-23, the
CMD said.

He said 97 per cent of
total production of MCL was through eco-
friendly equipment surface miners. He
said that the coal despatch to the power
sector also increased from 127.12 million
tons 2,922 to 148.8 million tons in 2022-
23 with a growth of 17 per cent.

Strengthening its business activities,
the company made Capital Expenditure
(CapEx) of Rs 3,850 crore during the
financial year 2022-23, he said adding that
MCL enjoys being the top company in
Odisha contributing under CSR.
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Realty firm Godrej Properties has acquired a
4-acre land parcel in Pune to build a luxu-

ry housing project with an estimated revenue
potential of �1,000 crore. In a regulatory filing
on Saturday, Godrej Properties informed that it
has acquired around 4-acre land parcel near
Korgaon Park in Pune. The development on this
land will primarily be a luxury housing project.

“The project will have a developable poten-
tial of approximately 7.5 lakh square feet with
an estimated revenue potential of approximate-
ly �1,000 crore,” the company said.

The company, however, did not disclose the
financial details of the transaction. Gaurav
Pandey, the MD and CEO of Godrej Properties,
said the demand for luxury homes has remained
strong over the past few years.
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After impressing in her
maiden Women's World
Boxing Championships,

the prodigiously talented Preeti
Pawar is eager to put to test the
learnings from the tournament
at the first Olympic qualifiers -
- the Asian Games this year --
provided she secures a spot in
the Indian contingent.

The 19-year-old put up a
fearless display across all her
three bouts in the marquee
event here as she notched an
RSC win before toppling the top
seed and last edition's silver
medallist Lacramioara Perijoc of
Romania.

She made a pre-quarterfinal
exit after losing a fiercely-con-
tested bout to two-time medal-
list, Thailand's Jitpong Jutamas,
earning plaudits from everyone.

"Junior and youth level is
mostly about who attacks more
but once you are at the senior
level, you have to play with your
mind and be more technical,"
Preeti told PTI.

"I feel I need to modify my
game, I should not be attacking
all the time, I need to counter
more. I am working on improv-

ing my strength and tweaking
techniques.

"If I qualify for the Asian
Games that will be great. So, I
want to be prepared for the
Olympic qualifying event,"
added Preeti, who competes in

the 54kg class, an Olympic cat-
egory.

The Asian Games from
September 23 to October 8 in
Hangzhou, China are the first
Paris Olympics qualifying event
for boxers from the continent.

For someone, who was
averse to the idea of taking up
boxing a few years back, the
Bhiwani pugilist has made a
name for herself quickly in the
sport.

"I never thought I'd come

into sports and choose boxing as
my career. I wasn't interested in
sports. I was focussed on my
studies.

"One day, my uncle and
father came and said to me that
I have to do boxing." 

The then 14-year-old's
immediate reaction was "Main
nahi karungi, boxing toh bilkul
bhi nahi (I will never take up
boxing)."

But Preeti, whose father is
an assistant sub-inspector in
Haryana Police, reluctantly start-
ed training at her uncle and for-
mer national medallist boxer
Vinod Sai Pawar's, boxing acad-
emy. 

"In the beginning boxing
was forced on me, I used to go
for training but after coming
back I used to cry, kabhi pair
dard hota tha kabhi haath
(sometimes my feet would hurt,
other times my hands)."

"It went on for 6-7 months.
When I started playing ,compe-
titions I developed interest.
Then when I won medals, the
confidence and interest
increased."

At her uncle's boxing club,
there weren't many girls, so
Preeti regularly sparred with

boys, much to the dislike of her
mother.

"Mummy was scared that I'll
get punched. Once during train-
ing, I got hit and passed out. I
had to be taken to a doctor,"
recalls Preeti.

The Haryana-based boxer
clinched the silver medal at the
Youth Asian Championships in
2021. She also joined the Inspire
Institute of Sports, which has
sponsored her since then.

Making her transition to the
senior level, Preeti won bronze
in her maiden event -- the 2022
Asian Championships at Jordan.
She lost to the Tokyo Olympics
featherweight champion Sena
Irie of Japan in the semifinal.

"When I boxed in my first
senior competition, I felt this is
where real boxing starts. I lost to
the Tokyo Olympics champion
but I got a lot of confidence from
that bout."

The teenager is a little low
on experience but believes there
is no substitute to hard work.

"I don't think anyone has
been able to achieve what I have
in a such a short time. So, time
doesn't matter how long you
have been there, it is the hard
work that counts." 
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IIndia's Mukund Sasikumar
and Vishnu Vardhan bagged

the doubles title at the ITF
Mysuru Open as the duo
showed admirable endurance
against compatriots B Ritvick
Choudar y and Nikki
Poonacha here on Saturday.

The two defeated top
seeds Choudar y and
Poonacha 6-3, 6-4 in 1 hour
and 10 minutes. 

Mukund and Vishnu
warded off seven break points
in the match while they con-
verted two opportunities to
break their opponents to ease
their way to the title. 

"I am very happy to return
to Mysore Tennis Club. I was
here as a 12-year-old and I was
also the winner of the first
International tournament here
in 2012. Now, I am very happy
to win the doubles title, so I
think I partially defended my
title," Vardhan said after the
match. 

"When I came here with
my mom in 2012 I was recon-
sidering playing tennis profes-
sionally and from that point to
be in Grand Slam ranking and
India No 1, it has been a
remarkable journey," said
Mukund after the match.

"During the pandemic,
my life had hit the rock bot-
tom again but I was decided
that irrespective of how this
week had gone, this will be a
new start to an unforgettable
journey this year and I hope
to return here soon but hope-
fully you will see me in bigger
tournaments." 

In fact, it was the second
match of the day for Mukund
and Vishnu and they showed
great powers of concentration
to stay focused on the task. 

They also won more than
80 percent of points on both
first and second serves, indi-
cating the consistency in their
game. 

Earlier in the day,
Mukund and Vishnu romped
into the doubles final upset-
ting second seeded Australia-
Ukraine pair of Blake Ellis and
Vladyslav Orlov 6-4, 7-5. 

The USD 25,000 event is
being hosted by the Karnataka
State Lawn Tennis Association
(KSLTA).

In the singles, India's cam-
paign ended when Mysuru lad
S D Prajwal Dev went down
fighting to George Loffhagen
of Britain 5-7, 4-6 in a tight
semifinal match that lasted
precisely two hours.

Loffhagen will face eighth
seeded Australian Blake Ellis,
who shocked second seeded
American Oliver Crawford 7-
5, 6-3 in the other last four
clash. The final will be played
on Sunday.

Results 
(Singles, semifinals)

George Loffhagen (GBR)
beat SD Prajwal Dev (IND) 7-
5, 6-4 (8) Ellis Blake (AUS)
beat (2) Oliver Crawford
(USA) 7-5, 6-3
Doubles, Final:

Mukund Sasikumar
(IND) / Vishnu Vardhan
(IND) beat Ritvick Choudary
(IND) and Niki Poonacha
(IND) 6-3, 6-4. 
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Manchester, Apr 1 (AP)
Prolific striker Erling
Haaland was not part

of Manchester City's squad to
play Liverpool on Saturday
after failing to recover from a
groin injury.

The Norway internation-
al, who has scored 42 goals in
all competitions this season,
had to withdraw from his
countr y's  European
Championship qualif iers
against Spain and Georgia
last week because of the prob-
lem.

"He is not fit. He doesn't
feel proper," City manager

Pep Guardiola said ahead of
the game. 

"It is not a big issue but
today he was not right."

Haaland leads the Premier
League scoring charts with 28
goals and has hit nine in his
last three games in all compe-

titions.
The game was important

for both teams, with City
eight points behind first-place
Arsenal with a game in hand,
and Liverpool fighting to
secure a top-four spot for
Champions League qualifica-
tion.

Guardiola earlier this
week said the 22-year-old
Haaland would be given the
chance to prove his fitness
during the team's training
session on Friday. Haaland's
father, Alf-Inge, was quoted by
Norwegian TV during the
week saying his son had trav-
eled to Barcelona for treat-
ment.
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Indian driver Kush Maini of
Campos Racing fought off a
strong challenge from

Arthur Leclerc of DAMS in a
rain-interrupted race to claim
his first-ever Formula 2 podi-
um with a third-place finish at
the Albert Park, here on
Saturday. 

Maini started from P3 on
the grid on prime tyres and held
on to his position for several
laps while Arthur Leclerc was
right behind him putting pres-
sure on the softer tyres.

Leclerc got past Maini but
the Indian fought back and
made a last second dive onto
the inside and got back P3.

Leclerc kept the pressure on
through the safety car restarts
as well but Maini held on to a
well-deserved maiden podium
in F2. 

"I have been waiting on the
doorstep of getting onto a podi-
um and narrowly missed it at
Bahrain," the 22-year-old said.

"It was great to get my first
podium on a new track as a
rookie. It is most important to
keep consistent as it's a very
long series. We have had a good
start to the season so far with
consistency in qualifying always
in the top 8." 

Dennis Hauger (MP
Motorsport) and Jak Crawford
(Hitech Pulse-Eight) took the
top-two finishes.
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The NBA will have labor
peace for years to come.
The league and its play-

ers came to an agreement
early Saturday on a new
seven-year collective bargain-
ing agreement, the NBA
announced. It is still pending
ratif ication, though that
process is almost certainly no
more than a formality.

The deal will begin this
summer and will last at least
through the 2028-29 season.
Either side can opt out then;
otherwise, it will last through
2029-30.

Among the details, per a
person familiar with the nego-
tiations who spoke to The
Associated Press: the in-sea-

son tournament that
Commissioner Adam Silver
has wanted for years will
become reality, and players
will have to appear in at least
65 games in order to be eligi-
ble for the top individual
awards such as Most Valuable
Player. The person spoke on
condition of anonymity
because neither the league
nor the National Basketball
Players Association released
specifics publicly.

Another new part of the
CBA will be a second luxury
tax level that, when reached,
will keep teams from using
their midlevel exception to
sign players. That was a clear
compromise, given how some
teams wanted the so-called
"upper spending limit" that

would have essential ly
installed an absolute ceiling on
what can be spent each season
and help balance the playing
field between the teams that
are willing to pay enormous
tax bills and those who aren't.

Not in the CBA is a
change to the policy that
would allow high school play-
ers to enter the NBA draft. It
was discussed and has been an
agenda item for months, but
it won't be changing anytime
soon - probably not for at least
the term of the next CBA.

"We also appreciate that
there is a lot of benefit to real-
ly having veterans who can
bring those 18-year-olds
along," NBPA executive direc-
tor Tamika Tremaglio said in
February during an NBPA
news conference at All-Star
weekend. 

"And so, certainly any-
thing that we would even
consider, to be quite honest,
would have to include a com-
ponent that would allow vet-
erans to be a part of it as well."

Silver said Wednesday, at
the conclusion of a two-day
Board of Governors meeting,
that he was hopeful of getting
a deal done by the weekend.
He also said there had been no
consideration - at least on the
league's part - of pushing the
opt-out date back for a third
time.
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Max Verstappen will
have his best chance
of claiming an inau-

gural Australian Grand Prix
title after taking pole position
in his Red Bull for Sunday's
third race of the Formula
One season on the Albert
Park circuit.

Seven-time world champi-
on Lewis Hamilton is among
rivals sharing renewed hope
after the dominance Red Bull
has had over its rivals was
diminished during Saturday's
qualifying session.

Verstappen, a two-time
world champion, was not
pleased with the performance
of his RB19 despite setting a
track record around the circuit
on Saturday.

After setting a lap record
during practice earlier on
Saturday, the drivers' champi-
onship leader set a benchmark
of 1 minute, 16:732 seconds in
the final session of qualifying.

"I have been on the podi-
um once, but I want to be on
a different step this time,"
Verstappen said after claiming
his first pole position in
Australia.  His teammate
Sergio Perez, who sits just one
point behind the Dutch driver
in the championship, will start
from the back of the grid after

enduring a horrible day in
Melbourne.

After declaring Red Bull
would win every race this
season after their supremacy
in Bahrain, Mercedes driver
George Hamilton shared the
front row of the starting grid
after recording a time 0.236
seconds slower than
Verstappen.

Hamilton will start in
third position on what was an
encouraging day for
Mercedes, with Aston Martin's
Fernando Alonso qualifying
fourth.

"This is totally unexpect-
ed. For us to be up in the two
front rows is  a dream,"
Hamilton said. "To be this

close to Red Bull is incredible.
I think this gives everyone in
the team a boost and a
glimpse of hope. This will spur
everyone on. It will inspire
everyone to continue to push."

Verstappen, who won the
season-opening race in
Bahrain, was progressively
faster on Saturday but raised
concerns about his car on the
lap prior to setting the new
mark.

"Downshifts are getting
worse as well," Verstappen
said.

Verstappen said he has
confidence in the Red Bull's
reliability. But he was sur-
prised by how close the
Mercedes pair finished.
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Taking a break in the
paddock after watch-
ing Max Verstappen set

a lap record in practice at the
Austral ian Grand Prix,
Melbourne teenager Kaitlyn
Bourne was loving her day at
the track.

The 17-year-old Bourne,
who was wearing a clear plas-
tic poncho over a Red Bull
sweater on a wintry day at
Albert Park, is a massive fan
of Australian Formula One
driver Daniel Ricciardo, who
is sitting out this season. 

But Bourne, who comes
from a motorsport-loving
family and watches every
Grand Prix race, hopes that
one day she will have the
chance to support a female F1
driver.

"It is still a very male
dominated sport, so it would
be good to bring in more
females. I think it could hap-
pen," she said.

There has not been a
woman driver in a Formula 1
race for more than 40 years.
But with estimates suggesting
that 40% of current Formula
1 fans are female, the motor-
sport industry is making a
concerted effort to ensure
that changes.

Red Bull team principal
Christian Horner said this
week in Melbourne he
believes gender equality in the
sport is inevitable.

"I think it is fantastic to
see the amount of girls,
females, that are showing
interest in Formula One now
and we're seeing it at all lev-
els," he said. 

"I think the interest is
growing. It is appealing to
more women to get involved
in the sport, whether that is
from an engineering basis, or
across all aspects of the orga-
nization.

"As the sport  does
become more accessible, and
we are pushing to make it
more accessible, I think that
is something that will natural-
ly happen anyway."
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Marseille missed the
chance to put pressure
on French league leader

Paris Saint-Germain after being
held at home by in-form
Montpellier to 1-1. Matteo
Guendouzi's first-half penalty
was all Marseille had to show for
dominating possession and
chances as the visitors stayed
unbeaten in the seventh game
since coach Michel Der Zakarian
returned last month.

Marseille's draw means PSG
can move nine points clear on
Sunday with a win at home over
Lyon. The visitors made a bet-
ter start and Arnaud Nordin
fired Montpellier ahead in the
12th minute, though he had to
wait for a VAR check to celebrate
after he was initially flagged off-
side. Wahbi Khazri made a fine
turn to elude Guendouzi and set
off on a run that sucked in four
Marseille defenders before he
played the ball to Elye Wahi,
who sent it straight on to Nordin
for the French forward's fifth
league goal.
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Tenth-seeded Jannick
Sinner of Italy stunned
top-ranked Carlos

Alcaraz in the Miami Open
semifinals, rallying from a
set down to beat the defend-
ing champion, 6-7 (5), 6-4, 6-
2 in a three-hour thriller.

Sinner ended Alcaraz's
winning streak at 10 matches
on Friday night. Sinner's pow-
erfully steady baseline game
wore down Alcaraz, who
appeared to be cramping early
in the decisive third set while

he also dealt with an apparent
finger injury. He will lose the
No. 1 ranking to Novak
Djokovic.

Sinner, the 21-year-old
who made the Miami Open
final last year but hasn't been
past the quarterfinals of a
major, will face fourth-seed-
ed Danii l  Medvedev of  
Russia in the championship
match Sunday. Medvedev has
beaten Sinner in all five 
meetings. 

Alcaraz had been so dom-
inant recently, he hadn't lost
a set since February before
Sinner's rally in the Miami

humidity. The Alcaraz hype
train has been so breakaway
NBA stars Luka Doncic and
Jimmy Butler showed up to
watch the Spanish star from
the teal seats. 

Alcaraz also fought Sinner
in Indian Wells in the semifi-
nals, and it was a taut match
but not quite like this. These
two young guns are poised for
a long and spectacular rival-
ry. Sinner's victory ended
Alcaraz's hope of becoming
the first man since Roger
Federer in 2017 to win the
Sunshine Double of Indian
Wells and Miami.

Medvedev beat fellow
Russian Karen Khachanov 7-
6 (5), 3-6, 6-3 on the same day
Wimbledon announced
Russians will be allowed back.

Medvedev has won 23 of
24 matches - the lone loss to
Alcaraz - and is in his fifth
straight final.

Also Friday, No. 15 seed
Petra Kvitova beat unseeded
Sorana Cirstea 7-5, 6-3 in the
second women's semifinal.
Kvitova wil l  face Elena
Rybakina in the final.

Alcaraz prevailed in the
first set in a tiebreaker but that
took a lot out of Alcaraz's 19-

year-old legs. Between points
in the third set, Alcaraz was
stretching noticeably during
the third set, trying to stave off
cramps and waved to the
crowd for support.

Despite Alcaraz getting
the second set back on serve,
Sinner stunned Alcaraz in the
ninth game, breaking him at
love to go up 5-4 and then
closing it out. Alcaraz had
won 21 straight sets.

An ATP trainer came out
to attend to Alcaraz midway
through the second set, exam-
ining one of his fingers before
the cramps set in.
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Kyle Mayers made a grand
entry on IPL stage with a

scintillating 38-ball-73 to lead
Lucknow Super Giants to an
imposing 193/6 against Delhi
Capitals in their season-opener,
here on Saturday.

The left-hander from
Barbados, who was included in
absence of South African open-
er Quinton De Kock, made
Capitals pay a heavy price for
dropping him on 14, by blazing
his way to a 28-ball fifty as his
knock had as many as seven
sixes.

Deepak Hooda (17, 18b) at
the other end was a mere spec-
tator to Mayers’ fury as they
stitched 79 runs in 42 balls to
accelerate the run-rate in the
middle overs.

The duo departed in the
space of one ball, while Marcus
Stoinis (12) got out cheaply in
the middle overs.

But LSG maintained the
momentum with Nicholas
Pooran (36; 21b) and Krunal
Pandya (15 not out; 13b) taking
the charge, before Ayush
Badoni’s mini assault (18; 7b,
1x4, 2x6) and a last ball six from
‘Impact Substitute’ Krishnappa
Gowtham yielded 22 runs from
the 20th over bowled by Chetan
Sakariya (2/53).

The last five overs pro-
duced 66 runs, primarily due to
Pooran and Badoni using long
handles to good effect. Playing
their first-ever home game since
joining IPL last year, LSG were
in a spot of bother with DC
bowlers making full use of the

two-paced tricky Ekana wicket
after opting to bowl.

It took LSG openers, KL
Rahul and Mayers, 16 balls to get
going and hit their first bound-
ary.

They were reduced to 19/1
inside four overs when left-arm

pacer Sakariya prolonged
Rahul’s lean patch by dismissing
the Indian opener with a slow-
er one. It was Sakariya’s third dis-
missal of Rahul in four IPL
match-ups.

But things soon tilted in the
home team’s favour after Khaleel

Ahmed grassed a sitter off
Mayers in the last over the
Powerplay. 

Mayers unleashed his fury
against debutant Mukesh
Kumar, crunching him for two
massive sixes in the very next
over.

There was no stopping
Mayers as he continued his
assault on their frontline spin-
ners Axar Patel and Kuldeep
Yadav in his knock studded
with seven sixes and two fours.

Patel however had the last
laugh when he cleaned up
Mayers with a ball that turned
almost square from an imagi-
nary fifth stump line.

Thereafter, it was his West
Indies teammate Nicholas
Pooran who seized the momen-
tum in his 21-ball 36 (2X4, 3X6)
as he along with Krunal Pandya
kept the run flow.

Delhi were also let down by
their ground fielding. For them,
Khaleel was the pick of the
bowler as he made a fine come-
back from injury to return 2/30
with wickets of Stoinis and
Pooran, latter caught smartly by
Prithvi Shaw. 
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Mumbai Indians head coach
Mark Boucher confirmed

that skipper Rohit Sharma and
pacer Jofra Archer are fit for
their IPL opener against Royal
Challengers Bangalore on
Sunday. There were specula-
tions that Rohit might not be
available for the opening game
as he had missed the captains’
photo shoot in Ahmedabad.
But Boucher dispelled all
rumours.

“Yes, Rohit is fit. He has
trained the last two days and is
100 per cent ready to go. I think
he didn’t feel particularly well
that morning and just as a pre-
caution, we told him to stay at
home,” Boucher said at the
pre-match press conference on
Saturday. 

“There are a lot of photo
shoots the boys have had to do.
He’s not had a lot of time to
himself so we thought it was
better,” he added. In Jasprit

Bumrah’s absence, England
pacer Jofra Archer, who himself
is coming off a long injury lay
off, will lead the MI pace attack. 

“Jofra is good, he is 100 per
cent ready for tomorrow. He
didn’t train today, it was an
optional training session. He felt
that he was ready to put the
spikes on tomorrow. We are
very happy with his progression
since he has been with us. He’ll
be playing tomorrow.”

The five time champions
had a poor last season where
they finished 10th but Boucher
doesn’t want to look back as he
wasn’t in charge back then.

“I can’t comment too much
about last year I wasn’t there.
But we have spoken about it,
some new talents in the team,
new energy, some guys who
have done really well in the pre-
vious IPLs.  “They understand
that last year we didn’t have a
good season but things can
change very quickly, energies
have been good, we are in a
good space.”
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Former India captain Anil
Kumble was mighty impres-

sed with Chennai Super Kings
opener Ruturaj Gaikwad’s six-
hitting prowess during his 92-
run knock in the IPL opener
against Gujarat Titans, saying all
his hits over the fence were
“clean” and results of “pure tim-
ing”.

However, Gaikwad’s show,
featuring four boundaries and
nine sixes from 50 balls, was
overshadowed by the Titan’s
all-round performance.
Shubman Gill struck 63 off 36
balls to help the defending
champions Titans chase down
the 179-run target in 19.2 overs.

“We don’t associate him
(Gaikwad) with six hitting but to
hit nine sixes in an inning is real-
ly amazing. Clean, it looked real-
ly clean. It was not like he was
going out of shape and trying to

muscle it, just pure timing,”
said Kumble in a release from
the official IPL broadcasters.

Former India wicketkeeper
Parthiv Patel also praised Gaik-
wad, one of the players retained
by CSK during the mega auction
last year ahead of IPL 2022, for
his dazzling knock.

“It seemed like Ruturaj
Gaikwad was batting on a differ-
ent wicket compared to the
other batsmen. The approach he
used is extremely praiseworthy,”
said Parthiv, a JioCinema IPL
expert.

Gaikwad’s form during IPL
2021 — he scored 635 runs in 16
games, including a century —
was instrumental in CSK win-
ning their fourth IPL title. His

dip in form coincided with the
Chennai outfit finishing ninth
among 10 teams last year.

He has a special liking for
Titans bowling attack, as in the
three innings he has played
against Hardik Pandya’s side, he
has scored 218 runs, including
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a half-century in every game.
Patel felt that CSK’s score of

178 was not competitive enough
to unnerve the Titans.

“On this wicket, the target
was below par, so a strong start
is essential. I think the Gujarat
Titans got that and kept the
momentum. The way the Titans
started their chase, Wriddhiman
Saha got the license to use the
first six overs to his advantage as
much as he could,” said the for-
mer India wicketkeeper-batter.

Patel predicted that from the

way Gill was batting on Friday,
he could score 600 runs this sea-
son.

“Shubman Gill did what
we know Shubman Gill can do
and carried over his internation-
al form into the IPL. We may get
to see a 600-run season from
Shubman Gill.”

Gill’s performance also
came in for praise from Kumble,
who hailed the youngster’s atti-
tude.

“Right at the end, he (Gill)
said that ‘I was not happy with

the way I got out,’ which means
that he wants to improve and if
he’s in that situation in the next
game, he wants to finish the
game for his team. That’s a very
good sign for a young player.

“We spoke about it on the
pre-match show on how he’s
improved from getting 40s and
50s to 100s in one-dayers and
200. Now, I am sure that this is
a good sign for Indian cricket
and Shubman Gill to start out on
such a wonderful note,” said
Kumble.
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Punjab Kings’ costliest
recruit Sam Curran dis-
missed the dangerous

Andre Russell at the nick of time
to ensure a seven-run victory
over Kolkata Knight Riders via
Duckworth-Lewis method in a
rain-hit afternoon encounter of
Indian Premier League, here on
Saturday.

Chasing a target of 192,
KKR were left stranded at 146
for 7 after 16 overs when heavy
downpour put spanner on their
hardwork. The DLS par score at
that time was 153. Had KKR not
lost Russell (35 off 19 balls), who
was looking to walk away with
the game and then Venkatesh
Iyer to Arshdeep Singh in the
next over, the par score would
have been lower before heavens
opened up. 

The two wickets in the 15th
and 16th over proved to be deci-
sive as KKR needed 46 off 24
balls at that stage with Shardul
Thakur (8 not out) and Sunil
Narine (7 not out) were at the
crease. Kolkata needed 62 from
32 balls when Curran dismissed
an on-song Russell and
Arshdeep removed the ‘Impact
Substitute’ Venkatesh Iyer (34)
which proved to be turning
point. Russell was holed at deep
mid-wicket and Iyer was
snapped at point.

The burly West Indian
Russell had ignited KKR’s hopes
of a turnaround with three fours
and two sixes, while Iyer made
the first real impact with in his
28 ball knock that had three
fours and a six.

KKR had a poor start as
they were reduced to 29/3 inside
the first five overs but a 46-run
stand for the fourth wicket
between Iyer and skipper Nitish
Rana (24) brought them back in
contest. Then a 50-run partner-
ship between Iyer and Russell
put them on course for a possi-
ble chase. But KKR just did not
have enough firepower in them
on the day and Arshdeep’s bril-

liant figures of 3/19 in 3 overs
was a game-changer for the
‘Red Devils’.

Arshdeep bowled an event-
ful second over, striking on the
first ball to have Mandeep Singh
(2) caught at deep mid-wicket by
Curran. After Anukul Roy hit
him for a four, the India pacer
had the left-handed batter
caught at short mid-wicket.
Earlier in the first half, Bhanuka
Rajapaksa slammed a quickfire
50 to guide Punjab Kings to a
challenging 191 for five against
Kolkata Knight Riders.

Rajapaksa added 86 runs for
the second wicket with captain
Shikhar Dhawan (40) to lay a
strong platform, with Sam
Curran (26 not out) providing
late flurry on a batting friendly
wicket.Punjab dominated the
first half of the innings with
aggressive batting and looked
primed to cross 200, but KKR
managed to pull things back in
control with regular wickets
after a sturdy 86-run association
between Rajapaksa and
Dhawan. 

The left-handed Sri Lankan
Rajapaksa made the most of
wrong lines bowled to him by
KKR bowlers, racing to the first
half-century for PBKS this sea-
son. Riding on the momentum
provided by Prabhsimran Singh
(23) at the top, Rajapaksa
ensured Punjab maintained the
domination while Dhawan
played the second fiddle
throughout his stay. 

They went about their job
with precision to score nearly 10
runs an over, adding 86 runs
from just 55 balls for the second
wicket. The Sri Lankan batter
toyed with the KKR bowling,
finding gaps and clearing the
ropes at will and perished only
after scoring 50 from 32 balls
with five fours and two sixes.

Jitesh Sharma hit a couple of
sixes to score a quickfire 21 from
11 balls while playing his first
IPL match, Raza scored 16 from
13 balls with a six and a four
each. 
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Autism spectrum disor-
ders (ASD) are a col-
lection of disorders
defined by issues such
as social interaction

and communication difficulties. It
is the quickest-expanding develop-
mental disorder in India, affecting
one in 125 children between 2-6
years and one out of every 80 kids
aged 6-9. As per INCLEN studies,
one child out of 89 is generally on
the autism spectrum. Boys are four
times more likely than girls to have
autism. There is no medical cure
for autism, but early diagnosis and
intervention helps a person to
adapt and function better.

Children with Autism fre-
quently exhibit behaviours such as
difficulties transitioning from one
task to another, a focus on minu-
tiae. It’s believed to be caused by
environmental and genetic factors.
Those with autism find social
interactions difficult as well as have
repetitive behaviors and focused
interests. Autism is also a spectrum
disorder, meaning the severity and
range of symptoms are different
from person to person.

As such, healthcare systems are
not only failing to provide appro-
priate care to autistic adults, but
also that these failures may be
detrimentally affecting the length
and quality of life of autistic indi-
viduals.

In India, it is estimated that
around 18 million people have
autism. Statistics further reveal that
the number of children diagnosed
with autism in India is increasing.
Low awareness, a lack of basic ser-
vices, and poor diagnosis, among
other factors, have all led to the
country's astonishing surge in the
number of autism cases.

One of the main reasons why
many parents keep diseases like
autism hidden is a lack of informa-
tion about mental health. Many
individuals are unaware that such
illnesses can affect children as
early as a few months old. Such
individuals exhibit abnormal
behaviours, and a lack of public
awareness of the disease makes
society less compassionate and
stigmatizes the disorder. In their
growing years, these children are
subjected to bullying, f ilthy
remarks, and humiliation, which

drives them to seek refuge in their
families.

There is no 'cure' for autism.
There are, however, ways that can
help people with autism learn and
perform more effectively. Because
there are so many options to select
from; individual viewpoints and
experiences, as well as diverse
research showcasing varying
results, deciding on the best inter-
vention for an individual with
autism, may be complicated and
often overwhelming. Autism
patients benefit substantially from
cognitive behaviour therapy,
behavioural management therapy,
occupational therapy, social skills
training, and physical therapy.
Furthermore, educational and
school-based therapy, medication
treatment, and nutritious food
should be provided to such per-
sons. Parents might also enrol in
speech-language therapy.

Dr Deepak Gupta, a child and
adolescent psychiatrist  and
Founder Director of Centre for
Child and Adolescent Wellbeing
(CCAW, says, “Autism is one of the
most misunderstood neurodevel-
opmental conditions. A peculiar
trait of children with Autism is
their concern with social commu-
nication difficulties.

“This, however, does not mean
that they lack abilities to perform

daily functions in life. On the con-
trary, some of the children with
autism are brilliant and exhibit per-
formance which is sometimes far
superior to ones who are not on
the Autism spectrum. With under-
standing and compassion for their
special needs, we can surely induct
them into the mainstream.”

Agrees Dr Alok Kumar
Bhuwan, Managing Secretary,
Manovikas Charitable Society.
While explaining stigma around
children who are neurodiverse, he

suggests that the strategy to help
and build confidence, self-esteem,
motivation and resilience is very
important when we think about
such kids. “Every autistic child has
individual strengths and needs. We
can help these kids with the con-
cept of Universal design of learn-
ing (UDL) which can benefit them
with learning and thinking differ-
ences. In fact, UDL uses a variety
of teaching strategies to remove
barriers to learning especially
those with autism spectrum disor-
der, attention deficit and hyperac-
tivity disorder.”

Autism is the world's third
most common developmental dis-
ability, a neurological illness that
usually manifests by the age of
three, says Bhuwan.

K. Nageswara Rao, President,
All India Disabled Rights Forum,
opines that autism affects early in
childhood and needs to be
addressed soon.  “It varies in type
and severity, but therapy can
improve the ability of the person
the function.”

In a nutshell, people with
autism can live a better life if they
are raised in a happy and healthy
environment. Today, the only
requirement is that they be accept-
ed totally and that they not be
demeaned or discouraged at any
cost.
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Heartfulness Institute and
AIIMS, Delhi have inked a

pact to collaborate in education
and research activities to bring
meditation and sciences into day-
to-day life and impact various
aspects of human health and well-
being.

The MoU was recently signed
between 'Daaji' Kamlesh D  Patel,
President of Ram Chandra
Mission, Founder and Guide of
Heartfulness Meditation
Worldwide, and Dr M. Srinivas -
Director of the premier health
research institute.

Speaking on the occasion,
Daaji (Kamlesh D  Patel) -
Founder of Heartfulness Institute
and Guide of Heartfulness
Meditation Worldwide said, "This
MoU will help in collaborative
research and education in the
sphere of meditation and science
at the same time. There is a direct
correlation between a healthy
spirit and a healthy body. Science
has time and again proven that
meditation leaves positive impacts
on mind and body. We want to
delve deeper and make the out-
comes beneficial to mankind."

Dr Srinivas was of the view
that the agreement gives an oppor-
tunity to explore more beyond
what is already known to medical
sciences in terms of inner wellness.
"The idea is to help people acquire
holistic wellness backed by science.
Previous research at universities
abroad have already shown how
Heartfulness meditation tech-
niques are instrumental in positive
behavioral changes as well”.
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Tata 1mg Labs has claimed that
data analysis of about 40,000

homocysteine, (an amino acid)
tests conducted across its PAN
India lab testing facilities in the last
two years, indicates that more
than 66 per cent of people in
India have higher than-normal
levels of homocysteine in their
bloodstream, making them vulner-
able to heart diseases, such as
blood clots, heart attack and stroke.

It said that while 59 per cent of
women were found with escalated
levels of homocysteine, this figure
was much lower for men at 40.1 per
cent. The age group of 18-30 years
had the lowest incidence at 15.3 per
cent but rapidly climbed to the
highest in the age bracket of 31-40
years at 30 per cent. This was fol-
lowed by age groups of 41-50 years
(about 19 per cent), above 60 years
(18.3 per cent), and 51-60 years
(17.3 per cent), as per the survey.

When asked about role of
homocysteine levels in individuals,
Dr Tarun Kumar, Professor of
Cardiology, PGIMER and Dr RML
Hospital, Delhi said that homocys-
teine levels are relevant in cases of
young patients with Heart attack or
brain stroke . As hyperhomocysten-
emia is associated with recurrent
cardiac or brain stroke ( thrombo-
sis ) events, treatment is quite low
cost. "Young patients with throm-
botic events like vascular thrombo-
sis (DEep venous thrombosis,
Pulmonary thromboembolism),
Heart attack or brain stroke
patients, should go for such tests,"
he said and advised that one should
take vitamin B6, B-12, folic acid
supplementation.

Laparoscopic intervention
has revolutionized the

world of surgery with its min-
imal invasiveness and reduced
postoperative pain. While
laparoscopic surgery is not
new in the field of surgery, it
has witnessed enormous
progress in the last three
decades, and in the field of pae-
diatric surgery as well.

The first laparoscopic
cholecystectomy was per-
formed on an adult in 1986.
Since then, a significant
advancement in technology
and techniques has taken place
in this field resulting in very
positive outcome.

Laparoscopic procedures in
children, on the other hand,
was restricted to diagnostic
purposes till the 1980s.
Paediatric surgeons in select-
ed centres started performing
paediatric laparoscopic proce-
dures around the world. In
India, advanced laparoscopic
paediatric surgery was started
in December 1998 by the
author himself by performing
the first laparoscopic Pull
through surgery for
Hirschsprung's disease.  It is
estimated that over 80% of pae-
diatric surgeons in the USA
and many other countries per-
form laparoscopic surgery in

recent times. At present, there
are extensive applications of
this technique, and several
advanced-level intricate surg-

eries are performed safely even
in small children. In India,
more and more parents are
opting for this kind of surgery
due to its benefits.

KEY BENEFITS
The key benefits of

Laparoscopic Surgery in chil-
dren include less pain, less
cut/small incisions that look
aesthetically better, less blood
loss, less risk of infection, less-
er hospitalisation (parents
can go back to work sooner),
faster recovery, early return to
school, less risk of pneumo-
nia and lesser chances of
development of adhesive

bowel obstruction.
Paediatric Minimally

Invasive Surgeries are com-
monly performed for Hernia
repair, Appendicectomy,
Undescended testis,
Pyeloplasty and
Nephrectomy, Pull through
surgery for Hirschsprung's
disease and anorectal malfor-
mation, Cholecystectomy and
Choledochal cyst,
Diaphragmatic Hernia Repair
and Empyema surgery,
F u n d o p l i c a t i o n ,
Pyloromyotomy, Malrotation,
Abdominal cyst, Ovarian
cyst, Mesenteric, and other
cysts.

Is there any difference
between Children and 
Adult's Laparoscopic
Procedures? 
● Many surgical conditions

in children ARE TOTALLY
DIFFERENT FROM ADULTS

● The laparoscopic hand
instruments in children
consists of smaller length
and   diameter

● In children, the inside
space to work is less which
makes surgery very diffi-
cult

● Minimally Invasive surgi-
cal team needs to be high-
ly experienced and
trained.

Why is autism still a subject we
don’t fully understand?

Autism is a spectrum, ranging
from severe to moderate to mild,
lack of communication skills, rec-
iprocity, eye contact, stemming and
other such behaviours. Growth for
each can look different or the same,
how we push someone on the spec-
trum of autism forward is varied
and with different ambitions and
hopes than what might be possible
for them or vice versa- as educators,
what is right, what is wrong, what
is enough and what has more scope
is all so complicated and there's so
much trial and error, who knows.

At what point do we give up on
intervention for those  on the spec-
trum of autism?

Honestly, I don't know, I do
everything I humanly can until a
child is 18, then I give up and see
what goes on from there on. By

that I mean, I teach them every-
thing that an adult would need or
read- the daily news, romance, sex,
cinema, dialogues, texts to send,
what to wear on a date, how to
dance at prom, how to sit while at
dinner, what can you do if you
can't do math, how to cheat at
tests, how to cheat at everything
but still be as good as one can pos-
sibly be, how to just figure life as
smoothly as one can while being
on the spectrum - and then I cross
my fingers and hope for the best
results possible.

Do you think that mental health
and autis, how tangled they are.

You can't say one without the
other, growth or experimentation
for someone on the spectrum of
autism can go haywire, then get
back on track, then fall all over
again, then find a way again, it's so
complex- imagine you decide to

run a marathon, you twist your
ankle, you have a choice to call for
help and be airlifted or wobble
back or let it heal while you lie back
there then run or walk the
marathon path until you can run
again. It’s all a mix of everything
and that's how autism and mental
health works for you and me, but
even more importantly for some-
one on the spectrum of autism, as
a teacher I could set them up for
excellence but then what they do
could be a total crash, who knows-
-it's all a guesswork for us to see.

Why do we  historically have such
few disruptions like Einstein or
Bill Gates or Ramanujan or
Hannah Gadsby in the space of
autism, why not more such stories?

It's the same, education is so
large and expansive and curricu-
lar and rule based, and the time
from the ages of 3 to 18 is just not

enough to prioritize where to
close and where to expand for
someone on the spectrum, some-
times educational interventions
turn out right or sometimes a child
gets an idea because of being
caged and they break out and cre-
ate something grand. It's all a mix
of everything. It's almost like why
do we have so many scientists yet
so few who win the Nobel Prize
eventually. But one thing is certain.
Autistic children are different for
a reason. They can shake up sys-
tems if given the right guidance.

What inspired you to take up the
cause of people with autism?

I met my first grown-up with
autism when I was 19 and the com-
plete disregard for his giftedness led
me to Columbia University, NY to
study autism in detail and depth.
This is how my journey with the
autism spectrum began.
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■About 1 in 100 children has
autism globally.
■Characteristics may be detect-
ed in early childhood, but
autism is often not diagnosed
until much later.
■The abilities and needs of
autistic people vary and can
evolve over time. While some
people with autism can live
independently, others have
severe disabilities and require
life-long care and support.
■Evidence-based psychosocial
interventions can improve
communication and social
skills, with a positive impact on
the well-being and quality of
life of both autistic people and
their caregivers.

■Care for people with autism
needs to be accompanied by
actions at community and soci-
etal levels for greater accessibil-
ity, inclusivity and support.
■More than half (53%) have
autism and attention deficit
hyperactivity disorder.
■More than half (51%) have
autism and anxiety.
■A quarter (25%) have autism
and depression.
■At least 60% of children with
autism will have two comorbid
conditions (e.g., sleep prob-
lems, seizures, intellectual dis-
abilities, or gastrointestinal
problems).
● Autism is not a learning dis-
ability, but it can affect cogni-

tive function. Some children on
the autism spectrum have
delays in speech or learning,
while others do not. Because it
is a spectrum disorder, these
delays can range from mild to
severe.
● One-third of children with
autism were classified as having
an intellectual disability (IQ
equal to or less than 70).
● There is no cure or medica-
tion for autism spectrum disor-
der. Behavioral therapy is the
most effective autism treat-
ment. However, the vast major-
ity (95%) of children with
autism have at least one co-
occurring condition, which is
often treatable.
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Donald Trump’s unprecedented
indictment comes as the Republican
faces other legal investigations and
launches a bid to return to the White
House in 2024.

The indictment will test the Republican Party
already divided over whether to support Trump
next year, in part due to his efforts to undermine
his 2020 election loss.

Trump has denied any wrongdoing and
accuses prosecutors of engaging in a politically
motivated “witch hunt” to damage his campaign.

Here’s a look at the hush money case, the
grand jury investigation and possible
ramifications for Trump’s presidential campaign:

����"�����������������#
The grand jury spent weeks meeting in secret

to probe Trump’s involvement in a $130,000
payment made in 2016 to the porn actor Stormy
Daniels to keep her from going public about a
sexual encounter she said she had with him years
earlier. Trump lawyer Michael Cohen paid
Daniels, whose real name is Stephanie Clifford,
through a shell company before being
reimbursed by Trump, whose company, the
Trump Organisation, logged the reimbursements
as legal expenses.

Earlier in 2016, Cohen also arranged for
former Playboy model Karen McDougal to be
paid $150,000 by the publisher of the
supermarket tabloid The National Enquirer,
which then squelched her story in a
journalistically dubious practice known as “catch
and kill.”

Trump denies having sex with either woman.
Trump’s company “grossed up” Cohen’s

reimbursement for the Daniels payment to
defray tax payments, according to federal
prosecutors who filed criminal charges against
the lawyer in connection with the payments in
2018. In all, Cohen got $360,000 plus a $60,000
bonus, for a total of $420,000.

Cohen pleaded guilty to violating federal
campaign finance law in connection with the
payments. Federal prosecutors say the payments
amounted to illegal, unreported assistance to
Trump’s campaign. But they declined to file
charges against Trump himself.

�������������������#
The indictment has not yet been unsealed, so

it’s not totally clear.
Some experts have said they believe Trump

could be charged with falsifying business
records, which can be a misdemeanor or a felony
under New York law. To secure a conviction on
the felony charge, prosecutors would have to
prove that records were falsified with the
intention of committing or concealing a second
crime. It’s not clear what prosecutors may allege
as the second crime.
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Trump’s lawyer, Joe Tacopina, said Thursday

that the former president didn’t commit any
crime and vowed to “vigorously fight this
political prosecution in court.”

Tacopina has accused prosecutors of
“distorting laws” to try to take down the former
president. He has described Trump as a victim of
extortion who had to pay the money because the
allegations were going to be embarrassing to him
“regardless of the campaign.”

“He made this with personal funds to prevent
something from coming out — false, but
embarrassing to himself, his family, his young
son. That’s not a campaign finance violation, not
by any stretch,” Tacopina said on ABC’s ‘Good
Morning America’ before the indictment.
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Law enforcement officials have been making

security preparations for days for the possibility
of an indictment and a court appearance by the
president.

Trump was expected to surrender to
authorities next week, though details were still
being worked out, according to a person familiar
with the matter who was not authorized to
discuss a matter that remained under seal.
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A grand jury is made up of people drawn

from the community, similar to a trial jury. But
unlike juries that hear trials, grand juries don’t
decide whether someone is guilty or innocent.
They only decide whether there is sufficient
evidence for someone to be charged.

Proceedings are closed to the public,
including the media. New York grand juries have
23 people. At least 16 must be present to hear
evidence or deliberate and 12 have to agree there
is enough evidence in order to issue an
indictment.

David Pecker, a longtime Trump friend and
the former chief executive of the parent company
of The National Enquirer, returned to the
courthouse this week where the grand jury was
meeting.

Pecker’s company, American Media Inc.,
secretly assisted Trump’s campaign by paying
$150,000 to McDougal in August 2016 for the
rights to her story about an alleged affair with
Trump. The company then suppressed

McDougal’s story until after the
election.

The grand jury also heard from
Cohen, as well as Robert Costello, who
was once a legal adviser to Cohen.

The men have since had a falling out,
and Costello indicated he has information he
believes undercuts Cohen’s credibility and
contradicts his incriminating statements about
Trump. Costello testified at the invitation of
prosecutors, presumably as a way to ensure
that the grand jury had an opportunity to
consider any testimony or evidence that
might weaken the case for moving forward
with an indictment.

Trump was also invited to testify, but
didn’t.
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Neither the indictment itself nor a
conviction would prevent Trump from
running for or winning the presidency in
2024.

Last week in Waco, Texas, Trump took
a defiant stance at a rally by disparaging
the prosecutors investigating him and
predicting his vindication as he rallied
supporters in a city made famous by deadly
resistance against law enforcement.

“You will be vindicated and proud,” Trump
said in a speech brimming with resentments
and framing the probes as political attacks on
himself and his followers. “The thugs and
criminals who are corrupting our justice system
will be defeated, discredited and totally
disgraced.”

Before the charges were handed down, many
party leaders had also already begun to defend
the former president.

During a visit this month to Iowa, former
Vice President Mike Pence called the idea of
indicting a former president “deeply troubling.”
Another 2024 Republican prospect, New
Hampshire Gov. Chris Sununu, has said there is
a sense that the former president is being
unfairly attacked.

Former South Carolina Gov. Nikki Haley, a
declared candidate who also served as Trump’s
UN ambassador, has called Bragg’s case an
attempt at scoring “political points,” adding, “You
never want to condone any sort of prosecution
that’s being politicised.”

Florida Gov. Ron DeSantis, who is
considering joining the 2024 Republican field,
slammed the investigation as politically
motivated. But he also threw one of his first jabs
at the former president in a quip likely to
intensify their rivalry. DeSantis said he
personally doesn’t “know what goes into paying
hush money to a porn star to secure silence over
some kind of alleged affair.”
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The New York case is just one of many legal

woes Trump is facing.
The Justice Department is also investigating

his retention of top secret government
documents at his Florida estate, Mar-a-Lago,
after leaving the White House. Federal
investigators are also still probing the Jan. 6,
2021, insurrection at the US Capitol and efforts
to overturn the 2020 election that Trump falsely
claimed was stolen.

In Georgia, Fulton County District Attorney
Fani Willis has been investigating whether
Trump and his allies illegally meddled in the
2020 election. The foreperson of a special grand
jury, which heard from dozens of witnesses, said
last month that the panel had recommended that
numerous people be indicted, and hinted Trump
could be among them. It is ultimately up to
Willis to decide whether to move forward. 
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When  Donald Trump
steps before a judge next

week to be arraigned in a New
York courtroom, it will not only
mark the first time a former US
president has faced criminal
charges. It will also represent a
reckoning for a man long nick-
named “Teflon Don,” who until
now has managed to skirt seri-
ous legal jeopardy despite 40
years of legal scrutiny.

Trump, who is the early
frontrunner for the Republican
presidential nomination, is
expected to turn himself in on
Tuesday. He faces charges,
including at least one felony
offence, related to hush money
payments to women during his
2016 campaign. Like any other
person facing trial, he will be
booked, fingerprinted and pho-
tographed before being given
the chance to enter a plea.

The spectacle that is sure to
unfold will mark an unprece-
dented moment in American
history that will demonstrate
once again how dramatically
Trump - who already held the
distinction of being the first
president to be impeached
twice - has upended democra-
tic norms. But on a personal
level, the indictment pierces the
cloak of invincibility that
seemed to follow Trump
through his decades in business
and in politics, as he faced alle-
gations of fraud, collusion and
sexual misconduct.

“Boy, after all this time it’s
a bit of a shock,” Trump biog-
rapher Michael D’Antonio said
of the indictment. “You know
I always thought of him as the
Gingerbread Man, shouting,
‘You can’t catch me!’ as he ran
away.”

“Given his track record,” he
said, “I had trouble imagining
he would ever be held account-
able.”

“These are not things that
Donald Trump ever thought in

his entire life, nor I, for that
matter, that he would ever be
confronted with,” Michael
Cohen, Trump’s longtime fixer
and a key witness in the case
who served jail time for the
payments, told CNN.

Of course, some of the
celebration by Trump’s detrac-
tors may be premature. The
former president could seek to
have a judge quickly dismiss
the case. And even if it moves
forward, there’s no guarantee of
conviction. Intensifying inves-
tigations in Atlanta and
Washington are seen as poten-
tially more serious legal threats.

Still, Trump and his team
were caught by surprise when
word of the New York indict-
ment broke Thursday evening,
following news reports that
the grand jury hearing the
case was set for a weeks-long
hiatus. As the deliberations
dragged on, some in Trump’s
orbit had become convinced
that the case had stalled and
that charges might never be
brought. That included Trump
attorney Joe Tacopina, who
said on Friday morning he had
hoped the “rule of law would
prevail.”

Trump, he said on the
“Today” show, was “initially
was shocked” by news of the
charges, but quickly pivoted to
his usual pushback playbook.

“After he got over that,” he
said, Trump “put a notch on his
belt and he decided we have to
fight now. And he got into a
typical Donald Trump pos-
ture where he’s ready to be
combative on something that
he believes is an injustice. ... I
think he’s now in the posture
that he’s ready to fight this.”

In the meantime, Trump
and his team have tried to use
the news to his advantage,
hoping to energise his loyal
base by painting the investiga-
tion as part of a larger plot to

derail his candidacy.
Already, the charges have

been a boon to his struggling
fundraising. The campaign
announced Friday evening that
it had raised over $4 million in
the 24 hours after the indict-
ment became public, far
smashing its previous record
after the FBI search of Trump’s
Mar-a-Lago club.

More than 25 per cent of

donations, according to the
campaign, came from first-
time donors. The average con-
tribution: $34.

His campaign also contin-
ued to blast out supportive
statements from dozens of top
Republicans who have rallied
behind Trump, including sev-
eral of his declared and likely
challengers, underscoring his
continued hold on the party.

Trump has been in contact by
phone with key congressional
allies, including members of
House leadership and top com-
mittees, according to people
familiar with the conversa-
tions, who, like others, spoke
on condition of anonymity to
discuss the response.

Trump ally Rep. Jim Banks,
R-Ind., who formally endorsed
the former president on Friday,

said Trump “doesn’t back
down” and was going to “fight
back,” telling a local radio
show it was “yet another chap-
ter where Donald Trump is
going to come back on top in
the end.”

The media maelstrom has
catapulted the former president
back into the spotlight he
craves, at least temporarily
limiting attention being paid to

his rivals, including Florida
Governor Ron DeSantis, who
is widely expected to chal-
lenge Trump for the nomina-
tion, and has been holding
events across the county to pro-
mote his book.

Trump aides have been
discussing other ideas to max-
imise the situation, including
the possibility of holding a
press event either before or

after the arraignment. Trump
is expected to travel from
Florida to New York on
Monday and stay overnight at
Trump Tower in midtown
Manhattan before heading to
the courthouse early on
Tuesday. He will return to
Florida after the arraignment.

Trump has long denied
that he had a sexual encounter
with the porn actor known as
Stormy Daniels and has blast-
ed Manhattan District Attorney
Alvin Bragg for pursuing the
years-old case.

Trump is also facing con-
tinued investigations in
Georgia, over his efforts to
overturn the results of the
2020 election, and in
Washington, where a special
counsel is probing the events of
January 6, 2021, as well as
Trump’s handling of classified
documents at Mar-a-Lago and
potential obstruction of the
investigation.

But Sam Nunberg, a long-
time former aide who broke
with Trump years ago, said that
while he no longer supports
Trump, he believes the
Manhattan case is “a waste of
time,” given the allegations,
which remain under seal. And
he said he was skeptical it
would ultimately matter.

“It doesn’t surprise me,” he
said of the indictment. “What
would surprise me is if he actu-
ally ended up behind bars in
prison and I don’t see that hap-
pening.”

D’Antonio said that senti-
ment - and a continued belief
that Trump will somehow pre-
vail and dodge the charges -
continues among the many
people who have reached out to
him in the last 24 hours, despite
the charges.

“They’re like, he’s going to
get away with it,” he said.
“Somehow, he’s going to get it
thrown out.” AP
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Anotion of sacred has held
existential imperative for

mankind from time immemo-
rial, bestowing meaning on
material pursuits. The
onslaught of rapid urbanisation
and technological progress has
intriguingly rendered sacred
spaces all the more relevant.
With changes unfolding at
breakneck speed, such spaces
facilitate introspection and self-
enquiry. People from the
Indian subcontinent would
generally be familiar with the
sanctifying ethos of a temple,
but a few recognise its philo-
sophical and cosmological
foundations. Temples pave the
way for individual salvation
and also stimulate congrega-
tional worship. It is precisely at
an interface of these two
processes that the philosophi-
cal moorings of a temple can be
located.

For several centuries,
Vastu-shastras have functioned
as the principal textual manu-
als for constructing temples.
Texts like Manasara and
Mayamatam emphasise the
need to construct temples or
even towns on square grid
plans. Shapes like squares, tri-
angles, circles and even points
are liberally employed in tem-
ple architecture, and they each
carry a distinct meaning. In
this case, a square represents
the manifest territorial world
that needs to be transcended.
The square grid plans, which in
the words of scholar Stella
Kramrisch function as “fore-
casts for temples”, are known as
vastu-purusha mandalas. Gods
associated with each of the
squares within the mandala are
ritually invoked to pacify the
vastu-purusha, and ensure that

peaceful conditions prevail.
Such diagrams also illus-

trate the underlying impulse of
Indian philosophical traditions
to collapse all distinctions
between man, God and cos-
mos. The Samkhya philosophy
stresses the unity between
microcosm and macrocosm,
while Advaita Vedanta extends
this further in its theory of the
union of atman and brahman.
To that extent, each part of a
temple is considered to repre-
sent the cosmos in a micro-
cosmic capsule, and this
imparts spiritual meaning to
even the most insignificant
components of a shrine. The
components of a temple are
generally named after parts of
the human body, illustrating
the organic unity underlying
temple architecture in the
Indian subcontinent.

This metaphysical union
can also be most prominently
noticed in the image-worship-
ping traditions that have passed
on from time immemorial. If
Vedic texts stress the impor-
tance of concentrating the
mind on a single object, the
Puranas and Agamas are
known for their pronounced
sectarian predisposition.
Nonetheless, continuity can be
seen in the way these texts extol
aniconic traditions such as the
worship of bana-lingas and
salagramas. 

The linga and yoni mani-
fest forces embodied by Shiva
and Parvati respectively. In
other words, the stone shaft
known as the linga represents
Shiva as a silent spectator of the
world whose existence is con-
tingent upon the creative ener-
gies released by Shakti, who
resides at the base. This creative

interplay of two opposing
forces provides the dynamic
equilibrium required for main-
taining the cosmic balance.
The salagramas, on the other
hand, are stones resembling the
discus of Vishnu, and general-
ly acquire this shape because of
weathering activity caused by
rivers. 

These continue to be ven-
erated by Vaishnavites across
the country, as was recently
noticed in the ecstatic reception

to the Salagrama stones that
arrived in Ayodhya from
Nepal.

A regular visit to the tem-
ple is also suffused with philo-
sophical import. Before enter-
ing the sanctuary, a devotee is
greeted by the imposing struc-
ture of a temple, which in
many ways resembles a moun-
tain. Vastu-shastras frequently
liken temples to Mount Meru,
which is held in high esteem by
Hindus. A devotee then enters

the porch and views several
sculptures adorning the walls
of any temple. Subsequently,
the devotee sets foot into the
hallowed precincts of the
dimly-lit garbha-griha which
— almost like a cave within a
mountain — is unadorned and
houses the chief deity. Texts
suggest that an invisible axis
connects this deity with the
superstructure of a temple. In
fact, it is during the consecra-
tion of a temple that the deity’s

attributes are manifested by the
intervention of priests. This rit-
ual process is called “prana-
pratishta” and literally sug-
gests instilling prana (life)
within the deity. 

In other words, the deity is
considered to have life just like
a human being, and germinates
within the womb-chamber
(garbha-griha) of a temple.
After seeking darsan of the
deity, a devotee circumambu-
lates the shrine, and attends to

the subsidiary deities placed on
its side walls. This is also a pro-
foundly meaningful exercise as
it helps a devotee absorb the
energies prevailing within a
temple.

The power of visual motifs
can also be discerned in the
narrative friezes adorning the
walls of several temples in
India, illustrating stories from
epics and Puranas. The
Virupaksha temple at
Pattadakal, which is the only
temple in the complex under
active worship, contains such
friezes and their stories are gen-
erally concerned with the
restoration of dharma. The
Kirat-arjuniya tale is illustrat-
ed in several temples of the
region. This involves a conflict
between Shiva in his incarna-
tion as a hunter (kirata) and
Arjuna, who seeks to consoli-
date his military powers when
in exile. Arjuna is put through
numerous challenges, before
being blessed with the desired
armoury. Such stories of per-
severance, devotion and truth-
fulness serve to enhance a
devotee’s spiritual experience
within a temple.

For all these reasons, the
structural features of temples
are chiefly responsible for mak-
ing them an integral part of
India’s spiritual landscape. The
vibrant temple culture of
Bharat has withstood the rav-
ages of time chiefly because of
these empowering philosoph-
ical and cosmological concepts
that subliminally enrich devo-
tee’s experience within a shrine.
These need to be acknowl-
edged to foster a society that is
rooted to its traditions even as
it embraces cosmopolitan
ambitions.
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Given its transitory nature, Indian
philosophy views the living world
a Maya (illusion). Be that as it

may. But all live existences in the world
can be physically perceived and are con-
tinuously engaged in creative activities. It
will, therefore, be unfair to call it unreal,
it may not though be an eternal reality. It
is, however, again a fact that human
mind is by and large illusioned – in
terms of perceptions and beliefs. For,
invariably all are born ignorant, having a
preconditioned mind, coming as it may
as Karmic carryover from the past. That
limits one’s vision and are invariably not
open to look beyond for a reality check.
They, thus, fail to look at issues in hand
in the right perspective due.
Consequently, they make inappropriate
choices, often inviting failures, pain, and
suffering.

A couple of years back a girl used to
come looking for her marital prospects.
She was looking for someone true to her
fanciful dream perception, mostly dis-
tanced from ground reality. Carrying a
perfectionist streak, she had made a long
list of check points. Even if the prospec-
tive guy failed on one count, she would

reject him. Consequently, she never got
married. I tried my best to make her
understand that the world cannot move
to one’s asking as nobody could be ever
born a perfect. The world is purposely
designed as such. All carry their individ-
ualistic positives and negatives, the posi-
tives by and larger on a higher side. Also,
we are an inseparable part of a large exis-
tence, where none has a reality indepen-
dent of the whole. That calls for working
out ways and means to relate to others
overriding all individual differences. To
make things further clear, I tried to
explain that the whole creation chain
began with a disorder (imperfection) at
the primordial source, hitherto in an
equilibrated state. But immediately there-
after, random mutation of energies ema-
nating from primal source excited a
process of harmonisation, which eventu-
ally led to the manifest world. As the
cause permeates the effect, the imprint of
both disorder and harmony are there in
human construct. The whole challenge
before us is to be in harmony with each
other the way nature driven energies join
hands to carry on the creative chain,
overriding few individual limitations. In

marital relationship, both the partners
carry their respective voids, but each
complementing the other’s. Not simply to
together carry on the journey of life, but
also evolve. No wonder Gautam Buddha
used to say: “Life is a reflection of har-
mony of the opposites. In fact, even cre-
ation is a result of convergence of two
opposite characters. So, reconciling dual-
ities of life is called for.” This is the
premise on which all relationships can
get going.

An NRI guy came asking: “Despite
sincere efforts we have not been able to
find a suitable match.  Why so much
delay?” In nature’s plan, you are being
provided with enough of time and space
to work upon your illusionary tendencies
of mind and become matured enough to
handle the subtleties of marital life with
relative ease and comfort. Otherwise, it
will be difficult to hold on to the mar-
riage. “How come?” He countered.

Cluster of four planets - the Sun,
Moon, Mars, and Mercury – are by
themselves enough to make out a com-
plexed mind. You have a vacillating
mind. You suffer from ‘I am the only
right person syndrome’. You expect from

all others to prove true to your expecta-
tion, failing which you become hyper-
critical. Sun and Moon both being placed
adverse to Saturn, bring in a sense of fear
and insecurity towards uncertain future,
pessimism, and self-pitying. The Sun, ill-
disposed of to mischievous Neptune
make you stuck to delusional perceptions
and beliefs, distanced from ground reali-
ties. Even more, because of inflated ego,
coming as it may with both Mars and
Sun placed adverse to expansive Jupiter.
That further limits your vision, which
doesn’t allow you to look beyond for a
reality check. Also, you are head strong.

Recently, he liked a girl and nego-
tiation seems to be in its final stage.
His delusional mind has again come
into play with regards to the girl’s
career prospect. He came asking: “Sir,
it will take more than a year for her to
qualify getting a job suited to her dis-
cipline, and I will have to bear with
her burden.” My dear, you have yet not
understood the meaning of marriage.
Come out of your transactional atti-
tude. With this mindset, it will be dif-
ficult for you to enjoy a stable and har-
monious married life.
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